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ENVISIONING A THRIVING LĀHUI THROUGH YOUR IMPACT

CELEBRATING THE IMPACT OF EXTRAORDINARY DONORS LIKE YOU
Your generosity and leadership is helping to fulfill Pauahi’s desire to secure the well-being of our lāhui. Thank you for your remarkable partnership and contributions.
For 26 years, Pauahi Foundation has supported Native Hawaiian students by furthering Kamehameha Schools’ mission of fulfilling Pauahi’s desire to create educational opportunities for the well-being of people of Hawaiian ancestry. Kamehameha Schools educates and empowers ʻōiwi leaders by operating world-class campuses, and offering community programs and opportunities that share a commitment to Hawaiian culture-based education.

This past year, your remarkable generosity has paved the way for 416 scholarships to be awarded so haumāna can attend their colleges of choice. Driven by their passion, led by their values, and grounded in their Hawaiian identity, ʻōiwi leaders strive to create a better Hawai‘i and a brighter future.

Says Alexandra Perry, the 2021 Frank & Ruth Midkiff Scholarship recipient, “I can’t thank you enough for blessing me with these awards and having faith in me. I am BEYOND excited to attend Dartmouth College, and plan to major in linguistics and to meet amazing students from all across the world, sharing my perspectives and passions as a Native Hawaiian and learning those of my peers. I then hope to attend medical school and eventually become a doctor here in Hawai‘i.”

As vital partners who have established and stewarded endowed funds that will support post-secondary students in perpetuity, you are providing access for haumāna to achieve their academic goals and reach their highest potential. With your continued support and generosity, we are confident that the Pauahi Foundation will make an increasingly greater impact in providing educational opportunities to build ʻōiwi leaders and uplift our local and global community. Diverse as our lāhui, every learner has something unique to contribute and your support of their post-secondary education opens the doors to those boundless possibilities.

Mahalo nui loa. We are profoundly grateful.
NEW SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS

17 NEW SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS

$2,571 AVERAGE GIFT TO SCHOLARSHIPS

2,265 SCHOLARSHIP GIFTS
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Nearly a decade after graduation, not everyone can recall the name of a teacher from their high school days - but not everyone goes to Kamehameha Schools.

“His name was Mike Massad,” said Zandin Burke (KSK’12) with instant recollection. Zandin is a structural engineer, designing the “skeletons” of building structures at an engineering firm in Portland, Oregon. Of the many advantages he gained through his education, he remembers distinctly his first college course, learning a computer-aided design software (CAD), which he first encountered in Mr. Massad’s class at the Kapālama campus.

“When my college classmates were learning CAD for the first time, I was tapping into my knowledge from my class at Kamehameha. What was new to them was not new to me, and I had already known for years this is what I wanted to do because of my high school experience. It was an advantage that allowed me to excel.”

Now a supporter of the Pauahi Foundation, Zandin traces his success back to his education at Kamehameha Schools and his Pauahi Foundation scholarship. These experiences led him to Georgefox University, where he met his wife, a fellow engineer, who encouraged him to give back to those that provided him his unique educational advantages and his appreciation for his Native Hawaiian heritage.

“Going to Kamehameha, and especially leaving it, I learned the importance of what Pauahi did and left to us. I sometimes think of how I took it for granted when I was young,” chuckled Zandin. “I got into Kamehameha Schools in 9th grade. My mom tried to get me in for years, so I had a lot of friends in public schools in Ewa Beach where I grew up. To be honest, I was annoyed at leaving my friends from public school, but after the first quarter, I came to love it at Kamehameha. I met so many amazing people, and I learned how blessed we were and so fortunate to attend.

“I was given so much. It is mind-blowing now as an adult to realize how much Pauahi left to us and how much we had. To have an engineering experience in high school - that is rare. Even the lunches,” he laughed, “the lunches are amazing. Everything you get at Kamehameha Schools - the lunches, the activities. I felt I was set up to succeed, and it means a lot to me to give back to something that gave so much.”

Each year, Zandin and his wife gift 10 percent of their income to charities and their church. “My heart is with Pauahi Foundation, and I believe in what they do for the Native Hawaiian community - because they helped me. Pauahi helped me. I have become really passionate about giving back to the Hawaiian community. Living in Oregon, I can’t do community service on the weekends - but we can donate. We can help those who help others.”
HO‘OMAIKA‘I 2021 SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

A Generation on the Rise
Maveric Abella
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa John A. Burns School of Medicine
Ashley Meleana Joy Scholarship
Mahalo donors the Ashley Meleana Joy Scholarship. I am incredibly thankful for your generosity as it will help me on my journey to becoming a physician for my community in Hawaii. With your support, I will be able to focus on my medical studies and research issues in Native Hawaiian health. Thank you for your inspiration, and one day, I hope to pay forward your generosity to future aspiring students in Hawaii. Mahalo nui loa!

Elysa Abellera
University of Portland
Kamehameha Schools Hawai'i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship
Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship and the Kamehameha Schools Hawai'i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship! I am extremely thankful for your generosity which will go towards my education at the University of Portland to pursue a career as a pediatric surgeon. I look forward to giving back to my community and helping those in need. In this first year, I hope to achieve a better understanding in the fields of biology and psychology. With your support, I’m able to accomplish my life aspirations.

Charlynn Adversalo
Chaminade University of Honolulu
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1970 Scholarship
Mahalo donors! I did not expect an award for the 2021 - 2022 academic year. For the past five years, taking out loans did scare me, however I had to if I wanted to continue with my education, and I have been consistent with payments. I will use this award towards my fall term for the master’s program at Chaminade University. This year, I hope to graduate in the upcoming spring as I will be completing my student teaching at the end of the school year. With your support, I am able to continue with my college education. Mahalo!

Dillon Ah Chong
University of New Mexico
Kamehameha Schools Hawai'i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship
At Kamehameha, I appreciated growing up from kindergarten to 12th grade in a supportive community that allowed me to form great relationships with those around me. Thank you so much for that continued support and for selecting me as one of this year’s KSHPTO scholarship recipients. This will definitely help me attend the University of New Mexico this coming fall and I’m looking forward to continuing to playing golf. Mahalo for making college more affordable so I can pursue my future endeavors.

Courtney-Ann Ah Lo Keohuloa
Chaminade University of Honolulu
Kamehameha Schools Alumni Association – O'ahu Region Scholarship
Mahalo piha no ke kāko'o ana mai ia'u. Being a full-time student at Chaminade studying nursing, coupled with the responsibilities of a single parent is no easy feat. Your generous contributions have greatly added to supporting my future endeavors of becoming a Native Hawaiian healthcare professional and giving back to my lāhui. Without donors like yourselves, seeing my goal through can be a daunting task and you have significantly lightened that load. Mahalo piha!
Chloe Ah Nee
Grand Canyon University
Myron & Laura Thompson Scholarship
Mahalo donors! I am so honored to be one of the scholarship recipients. This will give me the opportunity to not only further my education without a financial burden, but also allow me to focus on my studies so one day I will be able to give the best education to future generations. I am going to be an incoming freshman attending Grand Canyon University online and pursuing studies in elementary and special education. Thank you so much again for choosing me as one of the recipients for the Myron & Laura Thompson Scholarship!

Hannah Aiwohi
California Baptist University
Kamehameha Schools Association of Maui Scholarship
Kamehameha Schools Maui Parent Teacher Student Organization ‘A'apueo Scholarship
Mahalo donors! As I continue my education this scholarship allows me to achieve my educational and career goals. I have been blessed in so many ways, and I hope to be a blessing to others in the same way. This year I will be transferring to California Baptist and will study kinesiology. Here, I hope to grow in my faith as well as towards becoming a physical therapist.

Taecia Akana
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo
Homer David Kahiliialau and Thelma Mabara Burge, Sr. Scholarship
Joseph A. Sowa Scholarship
Mahalo donors! 2020-2021 has been a struggle for my ‘ohana, I left home and worked full-time while still going to school at UH Hilo, double majoring in Hawaiian studies and communications, and minoring in Pacific studies. I have successfully made it through with good grades! I have been able to invest academic and cultural resources as an educator into my hometown of Waimānalo and help my ‘ohana. I am very excited to graduate soon. Please know that these scholarships are a monumental help on my academic journey.

Ocean Akau
Augustana College
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1961 Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship • Stanley and Besse Fortuna Memorial Scholarship
I am extremely grateful for your generosity and the opportunities this scholarship will afford me. I plan to attend Augustana College in Rock Island, Illinois, major in kinesiology and be a part of the inaugural women's water polo team. I am looking forward to experiencing different cultures and hope to pursue my dream of becoming a physical therapist for individuals with autism and other disabilities. These scholarships will have a great impact on my community since as a Native Hawaiian it is my kuleana to give back to them. Mahalo!

Quinn Akina
Kapi‘olani Community College
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1979 Ho‘okupono Scholarship
I am honored to receive this award. In 2019, even while pursuing a PhD, family circumstances necessitated my return home to Oahu to care for my siblings and eventually to seek a career that offers financial stability. I have worked diligently to gain admittance into Kapiolani Community College’s Radiologic Technology program. This scholarship has eased the financial burden of pursuing my goals. I look forward to giving back to my community once I begin my career as a radiologic technologist. From the bottom of my heart, thank you.
Ryse Akiu  
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa  
Joseph Nawahi Scholarship • Vaughn G.A. Vasconcellos KS '71 Scholarship  
Mahalo donors! As a first-generation college graduate and graduate student, your support helps me pursue the unique, emerging field of ‘ōiwi philosophy by double majoring in both philosophy and Hawaiian Studies, with the goal of bridging together and creating dialogue between these disciplines. With these scholarships, I will be able to create an easier path for those who come after me to increase Native Hawaiian representation in fields like philosophy. Na wai hoʻi ka ʻole o ke akamai, he alahele i ma'a i ka hele ʻia e oʻu mau mākua.

Keana Amian  
Utah Valley University  
Pauahi Scholars  
Mahalo donors! Your generosity will assist my family with finances and in accomplishing my career goals and reaching my fullest potential. I plan on pursuing a degree in business marketing at Utah Valley University. In addition, it will contribute to the experience I attain beyond Hawai'i which I can use to contribute to our community. I am looking forward to furthering my education, fostering new friendships, and beginning my path to adulthood.

Jireh Amina  
College of Southern Nevada  
Kamehameha Schools Kapalama Association of Teachers and Parents Hoʻihi Aku, Hoʻihi Mai Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Kapalama Association of Teachers and Parents Hoʻihi Aku, Hoʻihi Mai Scholarship. With your support I can begin my college career without having to struggle financially. I look forward to starting college and making new memories. Mahalo! I couldn’t do this without you.

Mahina Amoy  
Dartmouth College  
DeWitt Wallace Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship • The McClellan Family Scholarship  
Mahalo donors for your incredible generosity. With your support, I’m able to attend my dream college. Dartmouth not only has an excellent community, but also offers a top-notch economics and entrepreneurship program, preparing me for effective business ownership and insights into how native perspectives affect business innovation. I aim to pursue my vision of founding a business that empowers youth to take advantage of disagreement and turn a difference of opinions into beneficial solutions for issues in Hawai'i and beyond.

Koloikeao Anthony  
Stanford University  
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1950 Scholarship  
Mahalo to the donors of the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1950 Scholarship. I am forever grateful for your generosity in helping me on my journey to attend and graduate from an institution of higher education - Stanford University. I will use your funds to supplement the tuition money that my ohana and I work so hard to raise every year. I hope to finish this year with most of my requirements fulfilled in my chosen areas of study - English and Art Practice. Mahalo again for your support.
Skye Apao  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**Randy Wayne Ahuna Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Randy Wayne Ahuna Scholarship, I am extremely thankful that this scholarship was awarded to me because it will help me continue my education at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa to obtain my career goal and will help make the financial aspect of college easier. I hope to learn about the history of the Hawaiian people, how to ‘ōlelo Hawai‘i, achieve tools I need to pursue my career as a therapist, and help the Hawaiian community through therapy. Thank you so much for this scholarship!

Kade Apuna  
Brigham Young University, Provo  
**Kamehameha Schools Association of Teachers and Parents Moloka‘i “Elua” Scholarship**  
Mahalo nui loa Kamehameha Schools Association of Teachers and Parents Moloka‘i “Elua” Scholarship for your consideration and aloha. I would like to extend a big mahalo for assisting me with my journey to obtain a bachelor’s degree in business. I love learning and because of you, I am able to accomplish my goal, pursue my post-high education at Brigham Young University Provo, and I will use my education to contribute to my community.

Christian Arakawa  
Saint Martin's University  
**Dolly and Ross Wert Named Endowment Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Dolly and Ross Wert Named Endowment Scholarship. In this year I hope to achieve good grades and maintain my standing on the Dean's list studying political science at Saint Martin's University. Your amazing generosity will help my family with the tuition, help me complete my undergrad, and accomplish the goals that I have in my life on my path to law school and beyond.

Kanani Araki  
Grand Canyon University  
**Desha-Mulholland Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Desha-Mulholland scholarship and KSHPTO scholarship. There are no words to describe how grateful I am. These funds will not only help pay for my education but will help me focus even harder knowing there are people that believe in me enough to invest into my future aspirations. I plan to go to Grand Canyon University to study psychology and am looking forward to the new adventures to come and the things I’m going to learn that will shape my future and give me fresh perspective.

Taylor Arashiro-Mamau  
Adams State University  
**Jared Keanu Sylva Alvarez Named Endowment Scholarship**  
A very big mahalo to the Sylva ‘ohana. Thanks to your generosity, I am a step closer to fulfilling my dream of being the first college graduate in my ‘ohana. I plan on attending Adams State University and look forward to being on the football field again playing for them. I also hope to be recruited by Colorado Mesa and to finish college majoring in mechanical engineering. I will work hard to pass all my classes with flying colors, using your scholarship as motivation.
Kalaimaikala Aukai
University of Southern California

**Johansen ‘Ohana Scholarship**

Mahalo donors of the Johansen ‘Ohana Scholarship! I am so grateful and blessed to be awarded your scholarship. This scholarship will be used to further my education. With your support, I’m able to finish my Doctor of Physical Therapy at the prestigious University of Southern California Physical Therapy school. I will be graduating with my doctorate degree in May 2022, and I cannot wait to come home and give back to my community and make a huge impact on the healthcare system in the state. Mahalo nui loa!

Jax Awong
Honolulu Community College

**Edwin P. Murray Scholarship • Ka ‘Olelo Hawai‘i o Kamehameha Scholarship**

I am forever appreciative for the lifelong friendships and learning I have received throughout my years at Kapālama. Mahalo donors for your generosity so I can continue this journey of learning and study Aeronautical Maintenance Technology at Honolulu Community College. I enjoy working with my hands and believe that a trade seems to be the best route for me. I hope to make my family proud, become a positive contributor to my ‘ohana, and a good example to other young Hawaiians as Pauahi wanted for her pua o Kamehameha to be.

Logan Ayau
Kaua‘i Community College

**Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua‘i Scholarship**

Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua‘i Scholarship! With your support, I am now able to confirm my attendance at Kaua‘i Community College and look forward to being in the Electrical Installation and Maintenance Technology program in the fall.

Bronson Azama
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

**Kamehameha Schools Class of 1996 Named Endowment Scholarship**

Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1996 Endowment! I am extremely grateful and hope we can meet he alo a he alo and talk story soon. With your support, I am able to attend UH Mānoa and major in political science and will continue to not just learn theories on how to support our lāhui, but to actually apply them in practice. My biggest goal is to build relationships, inspire fellow ʻōpio and kānaka maoli, and work towards a better future for our people and islands.

Pearl Bachiller
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

**Lee Ann DeLima Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship**

Mahalo donors of the Lee Ann DeLima and Mary Atherton Richards Scholarships for your generous aid in helping me pursue my dream. I will be attending UH Mānoa, delving into the fascinating field of biology and be able to put more time and energy into school and challenge myself. I plan on learning more about STEM programs and different fields in biology to gain a better understanding of what specific field I want to study. Mahalo for your aid. I could not be more appreciative.
**Tehani Baculpo**  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
**Kunuiakea Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Kunuiakea Scholarship, I’m very thankful for this opportunity to finish my final undergraduate year studying anthropology and Pacific Islands studies without worrying about the cost. I’ll make sure to use the scholarship to end strong and make my family and myself proud of what I can accomplish at UH Hilo. Once again thank you, because without it I would be at a lost on what to do financially. The possibility of graduating is thanks to you.

**Cheyenne Bajo**  
New York University  
**Kamehameha Schools Imua 77 Scholarship • Virginia Aulani Rowan Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors for rewarding me with this gift. I will attend New York University, one of the best nursing institutions in the nation, and concentrate on nursing, entrepreneurship, political science, and creative writing. I plan on coming back to Hawai‘i to work as an endocrinology nurse practitioner to aid the community of underprivileged keiki who have been diagnosed with type 1 diabetes. While at NYU, I plan on pursuing higher education, making lifetime friends, and taking a step towards my dreams. Mahalo nui loa for supporting my dreams.

**Theo Baker**  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**Ho‘omāka‘ika’i Named Endowment Scholarship • Johnny Pineapple Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of Johnny Pineapple Scholarship and the Ho‘omāka‘ika’i Named Endowment Scholarship. I am very honored to receive this scholarship as it enables me to happily attend college. This year is my last year as an undergraduate. The scholarships will aid in my educational journey by giving me the chance to focus on schoolwork rather than stressing over tuition and paying for new school supplies. Mahalo nui!

**Helena Marie Bakutis-Kekaula**  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**David Kalani Goldstein, KS ‘70 Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the David Kalani Goldstein, KS ‘70 Scholarship! With your support, I’m able to pay off my student dues for tuition, which helps me keep focused on school and less on the need to work, uplifting the weight of financial stress. This senior year I am scheduling six classes instead of the usual five. I plan to stay on top of all my work and finish strong, graduating with my bachelor’s degree in Hawaiian studies. I hope to share our Hawaiian language, culture, traditions and history with others. Mahalo again!

**Katia Barricklow**  
Sarah Lawrence College  
**Denis Wong & Associates Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1974 Scholarship**  
Mahalo to the donors of the Denis Wong & Associates Scholarship and Kamehameha Schools Class of 1974 Scholarship for your generosity. The scholarship funds will be used to support my educational journey, where I often explore Hawaiian history through academic research as well as by making films and art about my Hawaiian heritage. I am so grateful for this opportunity. Mahalo nui loa for supporting my dreams. With your support, I can continue to make films about my Hawaiian Heritage and Native Hawaiian issues.
**Zion Basque**  
**Arizona State University**  
**Kunuiakea Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Kunuiakea Scholarship, your funding is what empowers me to make a real change in the world, not change that will come in four years, but change that happens today. With your support, I’m able to focus on developing cutting edge research in cyber security through my PhD program. This money is not only an investment in my future but also an investment into the development of a safer future protecting the public from cyberattacks which are becoming more and more frequent.

**Danielle Ann Bonilla**  
**Vanderbilt University**  
**Michael “Mikey” Miyake Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Michael “Mikey” Miyake Scholarship. With your generosity, I will be able to use this money to relieve some of the financial burden off my family and attend Vanderbilt University. I would like to major in neuroscience with the ultimate goal of becoming a cardiologist. I’m looking forward to meeting new people and learning things that I’m passionate about. Mahalo nui!

**Ioane Boshard**  
**University of Hawai‘i at Hilo**  
**Edwin P. Murray Scholarship**  
Mahalo for the Edwin P. Murray Scholarship award. I will be working towards a Bachelor of Arts degree at the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo, and would like to pave the way for my lāhui.

**Makani Brun**  
**Kaua‘i Community College**  
**Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua‘i Scholarship**  
Mahalo nui loa for this scholarship! I am forever thankful and full of gratitude to receive this award. These funds will support me in continuing my education at a higher level at Kaua‘i Community College studying business! With your support, I will have a jumpstart to my next step in education. I am looking forward to starting my own business on my home island of Kaua‘i.

**Tehani Buchanan**  
**University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa**  
**Villa ‘Ohana Ho‘iho‘i Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors! I am beyond grateful for this opportunity. These funds will lift a financial burden off my shoulders and will be used to cover my books and various fees for this upcoming fall semester so I will be able to apply myself more to schoolwork. I hope to fulfill all of the educational requirements for the Shidler College of Business so that I am able to apply and hopefully get accepted this spring semester. With your support, I’m able to pursue my academic goal of graduating with a bachelor’s degree.
**Xander Calicdan**  
Yale University  
**Kamehameha Schools Hawai'i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship + Pauahi Scholars - Liko Lehua**  
Mahalo! I appreciate the generosity and will be sure to use this gift wisely. This will help me attend my dream school, Yale, studying biology. I look forward to pursuing a career in medicine to serve my community and to provide much needed healthcare for the people in Hawai‘i. This scholarship is a huge contribution towards that goal. I hope to make connections, refine my academic interest, get experience in a new environment, and be challenged by a rigorous academic curriculum. I can’t thank you enough for your generosity!

**Makena Buhk**  
Arizona State University, Tempe  
**Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua‘i Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua‘i Scholarship. This generous award is much appreciated and will help my family greatly and be used for tuition, books, and school fees as I attend college in Arizona in the fall. I am looking forward to continuing my education in hopes of giving back to Hawai‘i and Kamehameha schools. Pauahi has done so much for me and I hope I can make her proud.

**Kaimana Bunker**  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**Kamehameha Schools Class of 1958 Na Mea Waiwai a Pauahi Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1958 Na Mea Waiwai a Pauahi Scholarship. I am beyond grateful for being selected for this scholarship. It will be a great opportunity to receive this support that my family has lacked, which will enable me to finish my studies at UH Manoa in construction engineering and obtain my bachelor’s degree. By your generosity, it will let me change my family’s legacy forever.

**Pascal Cabuzel**  
University of Southern California  
**Kamehameha Schools Alumni Association West Hawai‘i Region Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Alumni Association West Hawai‘i Region Scholarship for your generosity. It is because of this giving community that I am able to attend college studying economics and architecture at an affordable cost. The scholarship will relieve some stress from my family and me. I will be able to whittle down my college tuition at USC. Though the future may be in our hands, you are the ones that lay the foundation. Me ke aloha nui.

**Tylee Calicdan**  
Columbia Basin College  
**Dr. Lori Ann Kim Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Dr. Lori Ann Kim and Mary Atherton Richards Scholarships! Thanks to you, I am able to pursue a Bachelor of Science in Nursing, then hope to start an internship at a medical facility. I am looking forward to one day serving many countries and communities around the world as a traveling nurse. After my travels, I plan to work at a hospital here and give back to the Hawaiian community. I am more than grateful for your generosity!
Kainoa Calistro-Allen
East Carolina University
George Hi'ilani Mills Scholarship
Trudi and Hiram de Fries Educational Scholarship
Mahalo donors! Your generosity enables me to pursue becoming a board-certified medical physicist in Hawai'i, and one day seek employment at the Queen's Medical Center to serve my community. As a first-generation college student with no family, loan, or other outside financial support, your scholarship means more to me than you will know. Your support helps make possible my efforts to kūlia i ka nuʻu in this field that has so few Native Hawaiians, which will help impact health for people in the state of Hawai'i.

Stephan Callion-Nizo
Kaua'i Community College
Edward Lapsley Ho'op'a Mau Scholarship • Flik Independent Schools Dining Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Edward Lapsley Ho'op'a Mau Scholarship and the FLIK Independent School Dining Scholarship for awarding me with this scholarship. Your generosity has helped put my family at ease financially and I am looking forward to achieving my culinary dreams. Although I'll only be learning the basics and starting in the culinary industry, this foundational year is the most important. I'm so grateful to know that you believe in me and are willing to help me on my journey. I can't say enough how much I'm thankful.

Jennifer Marie Carter
University of Phoenix
Goldman Sachs/Matsuo Takabuki Commemorative Scholarship
Thank you for the chance to better my life and support my family and community. I will do my best to pay it forward. Your support has helped me pursue a dream of being the first in my family to not only get an undergraduate degree but also obtain a Master of Business Management at the University of Phoenix. I have overcome many of life's challenges and returned to higher education as a single mother and nontraditional student. Without your support, I would not be able to continue this journey. I am beyond grateful.

Mason Carvalho
Grand Canyon University
Douglas K.K. Chung Memorial Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua'i Scholarship
Mahalo nui loa donors of the Douglas K.K. Chung Memorial Scholarship and Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua'i Scholarship. With these funds, I will be able to afford college and take the first step in pursuing my passion for chiropractics by majoring in biology with an emphasis in pre-med at Grand Canyon University. I plan to become a certified chiropractor and look forward to helping patients with back and body issues. You have invested in my future and I couldn't say mahalo enough!

Hiilei Casco
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa William S. Richardson School of Law
William S. Richardson Commemorative Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the William S. Richardson Commemorative Scholarship! As a first-generation college student, your generosity has helped me navigate the financial challenges that come with law school. I am especially appreciative of these resources because much of my work goes back into serving the Native Hawaiian communities I come from. These funds support my education and growth as a rising legal advocate and leader. Mahalo nui for your investment in my studies and, in turn, our island communities!
Alana Chang
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa
Tennyson Keolalani Tom Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Tennyson Keolalani Tom Scholarship! I am so very thankful for your generosity towards nā pua a Pauahi. With your support, I will be pursuing my undergraduate requirements to attend pharmacy school during this upcoming school year. I hope to graduate college with a PharmD and work in a specialized pharmacy, hopefully oncology or heart-disease related, to help out our people with their most prominent ailments. With your support, I’m able to pursue my higher education without overburdening my family.

Aaron Castillo
Hawai'i Community College
Hawaii Independent Energy Scholarship
Mahalo nui for your financial assistance which will help with tuition, books, and tools to study Automotive Mechanics Technology and Diesel Mechanics. With your support, I’m able to learn trade skills that I can use to truly contribute to society. Whether we like to admit it or not, automobiles are still the primary mode of transportation upon which we all rely to get to school, work or leisure. It’s what drives our lives and our economy, literally. I want to do my part in keeping our lives and economy flowing.

Manuel Castro
Saint Martin's University
Kamehameha Schools Association of Maui Scholarship
It has been my dream to attend a university on the mainland, and thanks to generous scholarships like yours, I will begin my Master of Engineering Management degree at Saint Martin's University in Washington. This award will allow me to also participate in extracurricular programs to get hands-on experience through competitions, internships, and projects to further my skills. I look forward to returning to Maui as an engineer to benefit my community. Once again, thank you for this opportunity!

Candace Cavaco
Grand Canyon University
Kamehameha Schools Hawai'i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship • Pauahi Scholars
Mahalo nui loa donors of the KSHPTO, Pauahi Scholars, and Mary Atherton Richards Scholarships! I'm so very thankful for your generosity that will help pay for my education. I will be majoring in engineering and am looking forward to getting my college career started. These funds will help me immensely with some much-needed financial assistance. I hope to build new relationships, make the most of the learning environment, and prepare myself for the next chapter in life. Mahalo again for your generous support.

Savannah Cerezo
Northern Arizona University
Tayler Nanea Pangan-Fergerstrom Memorial Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Tayler Nanea Pangan-Fergerstrom Memorial Scholarship. I am thankful for your generosity because I now know that all my hard work these past six years at Kamehameha has paid off. With your support, I’m able to attend Northern Arizona University to major in visual communications with an emphasis in graphic design and a minor in photography. I am looking forward to where my education will take me. In this first year, I hope to get used to the world of college and discover new interests and dreams.
**Jada Chang**  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**David and Julia Desha Scholarship**

Mahalo donors of the David and Julia Desha Scholarship for supporting my education! With your support I will be able to continue on my path towards becoming an elementary education teacher. I will work hard to get my degree, make my career goal a reality, and give back to the community through serving in schools!

---

**Taylor Chee**  
Chaminade University of Honolulu  
**Kamehameha Schools Class of 1972 Scholarship**

Mahalo donors! I am grateful for your generosity in selecting me as a recipient for your scholarship. I will be using my scholarship funds to finish out my last two terms in grad school to obtain my Master of Science in Criminal Justice Administration. After completing my educational journey, I am going to pursue working for a federal agency in the criminal justice realm. With your support, I'm able to further myself not only in my education, but in my personal life to prepare for a better future.

---

**India Kawelolani Ching**  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**Gail and Allan Fujimoto Scholarship**

Mahalo donors! This scholarship award will help my family and me as it will allow me to continue my journey through college, prepare for my career, and be ready to take on any challenges. This year, I would like to learn specialized topics, help fellow Natural Resources and Environmental Management undergraduates, become more involved in my community, and gain more experience in the professional field. This award will really allow me to become a successful Native Hawaiian who makes a difference.

---

**Randall Ching**  
Colby College  
**Christine Alicata/Daisy Bell Memorial Scholarship**  
**FLIK Independent Schools Dining Scholarship**

Thank you for your generosity. I will be able to attend Colby College virtually cost-free and receive an outstanding education with an emphasis on health sciences. I plan on working as a research assistant, joining the Emergency Medical Service team, serving the community as a Presidential Scholar, and entering medical school. I will be able to perpetuate the legacies of Christine Alicata and Daisy Bell and fulfill the mission of FLIK Independent School Dining: to improve the health of students and youth. I am deeply thankful.

---

**Angela Chock**  
Brigham Young University, Provo  
**David Lorch Music Scholarship**  
**Edwin Mahiai Copp Beamer Scholarship**  
**Harold Turney & Dorothy Gillett Memorial Scholarship**  
**Lena Kaulumau Machado Haku Mele Fund**  
**Pono & Louise Beamer Scholarship**  
**Zillah Young Memorial Scholarship**

Mahalo donors! I’m extremely grateful! I started learning how to write music, and even wrote a song using the harp. With the help of this scholarship, I will be able to develop my talents and skills in hopes to be admitted to the Harp Performance Music Program at BYU Provo and save up for a pedal harp of my own. I hope to possibly pursue a career in music and maybe teach harp in Hawai‘i because music is my main passion. With your support I can achieve my goals and improve my skills to better represent Hawai‘i.
Justin Chow  
University of Puget Sound  
Kamehameha Schools Hawai’i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship  
I am so thankful for your generosity. I plan on attending the University of Puget Sound pursuing a kinesiology degree. After college, I plan on continuing my education by attending physical therapy school in hopes of becoming either a physical therapist or an athletic trainer. The funds that I will be receiving from the scholarship will go towards textbooks and the plane ticket to the university. During my first year of college, I hope to maintain good grades, develop my passions, and have fun.

Leiohu Chun  
University of Hawai’i at Mānoa  
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1973 “Proud to be ’73” Scholarship  
Makuakane Inspirational Educator Scholarship  
With your help, I am gifted a life-changing opportunity – amazing intellectual peers and mentors and academic rigor that has helped me discover my strengths, motivating me to work toward my passion for educating Hawai’i’s youth. I am confident that these experiences at UH Mānoa will equip me with the tools to become the best educator I can be, inspiring me to be a better steward of my ʻāina and kaiāulu. It is with sincere gratitude that I thank you and continue to kūlia i ka nuʻu.

Delsha Clift Mahi  
University of Hawai’i at Hilo  
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1972 Scholarship  
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1975 Scholarship  
To my scholarship donors, this scholarship award is more than money. It is a future secured for my daughter and me. When I became a single parent, I did it with the idea in mind that my education would carry me through. I am thankful for this opportunity to obtain a higher education in sociology and communications, a sound and stable lifestyle, and a foundation for my daughter. With your support, I will be able to be a first-generation college student on my father’s side and a successful single mother who beats the statistics!

Ramzen Coakley  
University of Hawai’i at Hilo  
Gladys Kamakakuokalani ʻAinoa Brandt Scholarship  
Myron & Laura Thompson Scholarship  
Mahalo donors for putting your faith in me and helping my educational dreams become a reality. With your money, I will be able to pay for my last year of graduate school and have a master’s degree in teaching. This year will be a struggle. I’m a first-year teacher while going to school but knowing that there are people who support me gives me confidence and motivation to complete the tasks that are before me. Mahalo again.

Gus Cobb-Adams  
University of Hawai’i at Mānoa  
Charles Cockett ʻOhana Scholarship • Isaac and Mary Harbottle Scholarship • Violet K. ʻ32 & Henry T. Hughes, Jr. Scholarship  
I am honored that your families have bestowed their respective scholarships on my family and me. There is so much to do in the UH community college system on how to better serve Native Hawaiian students. I follow in the footsteps of Native Hawaiian educational giants who have paved the way on how to affect institutional change. This next year, I hope to take another step closer towards writing my dissertation. Your support will allow me not to struggle with costs associated with this Ph.D. pursuit. He mahalo nui ia oukou.
Ryenne Cordeiro  
Oregon State University  
**Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship**

Mahalo donors of the KSHPTO scholarship. Thank you so much for your generosity and consideration. These funds will be used to further my education in the field of creative writing at Oregon State University and will contribute to my goal of becoming an author. This first year at college, I am hoping to make new connections and learn more about myself. I think being in a new environment will help me explore beyond my comfort zone. I am very excited to see what life has in store for me. Thank you for helping me to do so. Mahalo!

Bethany Correia  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
**Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship**

Mahalo donors! I hope to maintain a high GPA whilst adjusting to college-level courses and make lasting relationships with people in the field. I plan to get a degree in anthropology and use that knowledge to improve the quality of life for our community. Education is important to my family as both my parents are teachers. I am incredibly thankful for your generosity as scholarships and financial aid were my only hope if I wanted to afford to go to school, which has always been my dream.

Melody Cosma-Gonsalves  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**Hartwell Hewahewaokalani Lee Loy Sr. Scholarship  
Makuakane Inspirational Educator Scholarship**

Mahalo donors! Your generosity is helping me attain my graduate degree in education at UH Mānoa. This pandemic taught me that life is short, and I need to make the most of it. After teaching in the DOE public school system for almost 20 years, I am able to stretch myself so that I can move to another level in my profession, inspire my daughters and students to stay curious and inquisitive, and bring home much needed income. Without you, this would not be possible. Mahalo nui loa!

Celeste Cravalho  
University of Nevada, Reno School of Medicine  
**Bernice Leinani Kuakini Ahlo and Henry Keanu Ahlo Scholarship NEF • Richard Marks Named Endowment Scholarship**

Mahalo donors of the Richard Marks Named Endowment Scholarship. I am extremely thankful for your generosity in supporting my dream to serve patients and help communities attain their best health possible. I will be a first-year medical student and the first in my family to attend medical school. I hope to learn as much as possible, work with patients in the student and rural clinics, and gain more hands-on experience in family medicine or global health. I appreciate your support and this wonderful opportunity!

Savannah Rose Dagupion  
Arizona State University, Tempe  
**Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship • Pauahi Scholars**

Thank you so much for your generous gift! My future plans include attending Arizona State University. I hope to attain a bachelor’s degree in journalism and mass communication to help benefit our lāhui through credible and transparent reporting, and to provide timely and accurate news to our local community. I also hope to express my passion for print work, layout, and design, so working for a magazine company like Vogue in the future would be a dream.
**Ewalea Dameg**
Pacific University

*Frank & Ruth Midkiff Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship • Tauati ‘Ohana Scholarship*

Mahalo donors for your generosity. I hope to major in psychology and sociology with the intent to go into criminal law. I want to be able to give people who feel as though they don’t have a voice the opportunity to be heard and I believe that being a lawyer will give me the opportunity to do that. Mahalo for the opportunity to follow my dreams, establish career skills, and take that knowledge back to benefit Hawai‘i.

---

**Raynn Dangaran**
Oregon State University

*Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship*

Thank you so much for your contribution in getting me to college and on my way to a better future! With your support, I can attend college at OSU and hopefully get my degree in psychology, and then law. This wouldn’t be possible without your help, and I am truly grateful!

---

**Makanilealea Davis**
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

*Kamehameha Schools Class of 1965 Scholarship • Paul Pua’a ‘Ohana, Paul Moses Murray & Malia Murray Grant*

I am more than thankful for your investment as I near the end of my undergraduate studies at UH Manoa studying Natural Resource and Environmental Management. Throughout college, I’ve learned so much about my area of study and what I would like to achieve. One of my future goals is to establish a scholarship for students from my high school. You have inspired me to want to do that. This year I’m hoping to complete an internship, focus on achieving academic excellence, and graduating. Mahalo again for your support!

---

**Tatiana De La Cruz**
University of Hawaii at Hilo

*George Hi'ilani Mills Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1960 Scholarship*

I would like to extend my warmest aloha and mahalo. With your support, I will be able to continue my education in Clinical Mental Health Counseling at the University of Hawaii at Hilo. Upon graduating, I plan to pursue a career that will allow me to fulfill my lifelong passion of giving back to my community that shaped me into the person I am and hopefully give me the chance to change the lives of youth across the islands through mental health counseling.

---

**Sydney Decosta**
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

*Ka Papa o Kanaono-Kumaono Class of 66 Scholarship • Stanley & Janet Zisk Scholarship*

Mahalo to the donors of Ka Papa o Kanaono-Kumaono Class of 66 Scholarship and the Stanley & Janet Zisk Scholarship. Your continuous support and generosity has allowed me the privilege to pursue my degree at UH Mānoa without financial burden so I may dedicate my focus to my education. This year I hope to finish all my prerequisites so I may apply for the nursing program in the fall of 2022. With your support, I am able to pursue my degree to make meaningful contributions to my lāhui.
Leah Delos Santos  
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa  
Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship  
Thank you so much for your generous gift towards furthering my education. Especially during an unprecedented time like this, your support means more than you will ever know. I hope to start my journey in pre-law at UH Mānoa, studying political science and sociology with the ultimate goal of giving back to my Native Hawaiian community. With your help, I feel confident in these endeavors. From the bottom of my heart, thank you.

Taylor Demotta  
Seattle Pacific University  
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1970 Scholarship  
Thank you donors of the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1970 Scholarship. I truly appreciate this as graduate school is very expensive. Thank you for your generosity in supporting my dream of becoming a clinical psychologist. Kamehameha Schools has offered me an incredible amount of help and I wouldn’t be able to accomplish my goals without your support. After graduating, I plan to give back to the community in Hawaii by carrying out my dream of supporting individuals with developmental disabilities in Hawaii as a psychologist.

Kanoelani Dodd  
Northern Arizona University  
Denis Wong & Associates Scholarship • Patrick L. Hiram - John S. Freitas Scholarship  
Aloha donors! With your support, I will be able to step away from my professional job and pursue my first year of graduate school in Applied Criminology at Northern Arizona University without the lingering dread of debt. As a Native Hawaiian and first-generation college graduate, I look forward to the future with great anticipation and hope to return to Hawai‘i swiftly and once again work alongside our community. I thank you once more for your support and investment in our community and me.

Nalehuaopuna Donlin  
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa  
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1976 Kealohapau'ole Scholarship  
T.C. Yim Named Endowment Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1976 Kealohapau'ole Scholarship and the T.C. Yim Named Endowment Scholarship. With your support, I will be able to continue my Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science graduate degree at the University of Mānoa and achieve my dreams.

Mason Doo  
Northern Arizona University  
Kamehameha Schools Association of Kauaʻi Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Association of Kauaʻi Scholarship for your investment towards my future. This will help pay for my tuition and take away some of the financial stress. I plan on attending Northern Arizona University and majoring in biology and marine biology. I am looking forward to experiencing life outside of Hawai‘i and pursuing a career that will one day benefit the members of my lāhui.
**Mathew Dye**  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
Ali‘i Chang Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1952 “Na Hoaloha O Kamehameha” Scholarship  
To the donors that believe in the successful future of Hawaii and who wish to support a healthy and resilient community, thank you for your faith in my dedication to the shared vision. These generous funds will relieve the stresses of financial obligations, so I may focus on my studies in Tropical Conservation Biology and Environmental Science at UH Hilo. Mahalo nui loa for your support and mana‘o‘i‘o in me. I hope to reach my goal to be a productive and inspiring academic and member of our community.

---

**Kiponaonalani Dougher**  
Tacoma Community College  
Ula Baker Sheecha Scholarship  
Thank you for providing me with this scholarship. This will help my family and I financially. I will be attending Tacoma Community College to play volleyball and pursue a 2-year degree. By you giving me this scholarship, it taught me that hard work does pay off. Once again, thank you so much.

---

**Caitlyn Duarte**  
Grand Canyon University  
Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship  
Mahalo for your generous donation to support not only myself but also my family in funding my college education. I am beyond thankful for this opportunity that will aid me in my future endeavors at Grand Canyon University. I hope to achieve my overall goal of getting into the nursing program through attaining a 4.0 in my first year of college. Thank you for choosing to support my dreams!

---

**Sheldon Dudoit-Caban**  
Central Washington University  
Kamehameha Schools Maui Parent Teacher Student Organization ‘Aapueo Scholarship • Lee Ann DeLima Scholarship  
Mahalo donors! I am honored and blessed to be a recipient of these scholarships. I plan on using this money to help pay for schooling in construction management. Upon graduating, I plan on moving back to Hawaii to give back to the local community which has been a dream of mine. Without your help, I would not have been financially able to attend college. Every bit that you have donated has helped my family, and I cannot thank you enough.

---

**Lola Duropan**  
Seattle Pacific University  
Dr. Pauline Frederick Scholarship  
Mahalo to the donors of the Dr. Pauline Frederick Scholarship, I am truly honored that you have chosen me as one of your award recipients. I am looking forward to college and being able to expand my knowledge, being more independent, and discovering myself as I continue to grow. This award will relieve some of the financial burden on my parents, enable me to attend Seattle Pacific, and help me get closer to my dreams of becoming a registered nurse. I will utilize this scholarship towards my books and school fees. Mahalo nui loa.
**Tiari Faagata**  
Columbia University in the City of New York  
**Ula Baker Sheecha Scholarship**

Mahalo donors, these few words can’t express just how grateful I am. The push for this year to return to in-person classes has me resorting to renting an apartment in Manhattan earlier than expected. Now I can find an apartment that is safe and closer to my school without having to worry as much about other expenses and especially art supplies. With more materials, I can work on my senior art exhibition with less anxiety that could hinder my creativity. I will do my best to use the funds to do myself and everyone else proud.

---

**Dayanee Faust**  
Colorado State University  
**Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship**

Mahalo donors of the KSHPTO Scholarship and Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship! I am so grateful for your generosity that is helping to lift some of the financial stress and burden off my ohana’s shoulders. I am planning on studying earth sciences at Colorado State University. My dream for college was to move off the islands and explore the world beyond Hawai‘i, and you are a big part of making that happen.

---

**Kaianne Feurtado**  
Leeward Community College  
**Elaine “Dollie” Mortensen KS’71 Kaumualii ‘Aina Scholarship • Mahi’ai Scholarship**

Mahalo for your contributions towards my dreams and goals that have been put on hold for too long. I assure you that your generosity is truly appreciated and inspires me even more to keep moving forward. It is an honor that I have been selected for your scholarship program. With your support I am able to confidently move forward towards my goal of attaining a degree in sustainable agriculture in hopes to change Hawai‘i’s future.

---

**Daphne Fox**  
University of Hawai‘i West O‘ahu  
**2010 Legends Scholarship**

Mahalo to the donors of the 2010 Legends Scholarship for your generosity that will allow me to complete my BA in Public Administration with a concentration in Disaster Preparedness & Emergency Management. This gift will help to ease the burden of student loans and allow me to work toward the pursuit of a safer future for our home state of Hawaii. Together, with your support and my degree, we shall pursue the dreams of our communities through teamwork and government action.

---

**Kuuleihua Funn**  
National University of Natural Medicine  
**Kamehameha Schools Class of 1968 “Ka Poli O Kaiona” Scholarship • U’ilani Stender Scholarship**

Mahalo donors! I am so grateful for your support in my final year of medical school. These funds will allow me to purchase books and supplies needed to study for board exams at the end of this academic year to become a doctor in the State of Hawai‘i. I look forward to practicing naturopathic medicine in the beautiful place I call home and to providing access to equitable health care for my community. With your support, I am able to fulfill my dream of completing medical school.
Noah Furtado
Arizona State University
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1974 Scholarship • Kekuna'ai'ali'i Scholarship

Mahalo donors! My family and I are extremely appreciative of your generous financial contributions that will support my ambitious pursuits in my upcoming freshman year at Arizona State University. I'll be immersed into a rigorous honors course curriculum, developing into a versatile leader in multi-media sports journalism, and getting involved in student-run sports journalism clubs and organizations around campus. Your funds fully encompass support for each of these avenues and for that, I am extremely grateful. Mahalo.

Kahealani Garcia
University of Hawai'i Maui College
Kamehameha Schools Alumni Association – Maui Region Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Association of Maui Scholarship

Mahalo for your generosity in honoring me with this scholarship. I feel fortunate I do not have to worry about college debt that will have to be paid back and keep me from my dreams of attaining an even higher education. With your support I can commit myself to my studies so that I can make the most of my college experience at UH Maui College and focus much better on my liberal arts degree.

Chaz Gouveia
Leeward Community College
Sanborn ‘Ohana Ho'omau Scholarship

Mahalo donors for your kindness in helping me to achieve my dream of being a college graduate. Although the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic continues to make life very difficult for many of us, I will be continuing my educational pursuits at Leeward Community College studying engineering and look forward to this upcoming semester. This scholarship money greatly contributes to my various educational expenses. Without scholarships funded from generous donors such as yourselves, my dream of becoming a college graduate would not be possible.

Kolten Gusman
University of Michigan
Yin Ohana Named Endowment Scholarship

Thank you for your support of my educational pursuits at the University of Michigan Ann Arbor. This is an amazing opportunity to network with successful business professionals and earn a business degree from a top public university. I hope to also branch out to new interests like political science, which I never thought I would take. With your generosity, I am to make the dream of attending college a reality, and learn new, exciting concepts that will benefit me and Hawaii's community in the future.

Brycen Hanada
Dixie State University
Kamehameha Schools Maui Parent Teacher Student Organization ‘A‘apueo Scholarship

Mahalo donors, I am thankful for your generosity because it will help alleviate the financial burden on myself and my parents. My scholarship funds will be used to pay for a portion of my tuition at Dixie State University. This year I hope to excel in my first year of college studying computer science.
Karl Hanson  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
Pauahi Scholars  
Mahalo nui loa donors for giving me this scholarship which will help lessen the burden on my family who are financially supporting me. Any bit of financial support goes a long way so I’m truly thankful for your help. The scholarship funds will be going towards paying off my tuition. In my first year at UH Hilo, I plan to complete most of my prerequisites since it’ll be pretty cheap compared to other colleges and attempt to transfer to another college afterwards to become a surgeon. I look forward to the college life.

Jordynn Haumea-Thronas  
California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo  
Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship for your generous donation. With this scholarship, I will purchase textbooks and school supplies and will be able to pursue my post-secondary education at California Polytechnic. I plan on receiving a bachelor's in environmental management and protection and pursuing a career in environmental law. Mahalo nui for helping me attend my dream school!

Tyler Hayashida  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
Richard Lyman, Jr. Memorial Scholarship  
Mahalo donors, there are no words to explain the gratefulness I feel. Because of you, I am able to pursue a degree in political science and minor in another social science at UH Hilo. I plan to also take part in their amazing study abroad program to Japan and return to work in government land management so that I can make sure that Native Hawaiian land is used properly to perpetuate Hawaiian Culture. Mahalo for your generous donation that gives Native Hawaiian students the chance to achieve their dreams.

Tuupuamalamakahonua Helekahi  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
M. Kimo Wong KS’71 and Shelly Wong and Noe Noe Wong-Wilson KS’68 ‘Ohana Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the M. Kimo Wong KS’71 and Shelly Wong and Noe Noe Wong-Wilson KS’68 ‘Ohana Scholarship. Due to your great generosity, I am able to continue my education at the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo studying political science and hope to make a change here in Hawai‘i. Mahalo nui loa!

Destiny Hirae  
Oregon State University  
Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship  
Mahalo donors with the Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship. I really appreciate your generosity and will use it to achieve my goal of being a veterinarian. I really look forward to traveling away from Hawai‘i and gaining new perspectives and opportunities in college, achieving the best grades possible, partnering with humane societies, and using that knowledge to give back to our future veterinarians, becoming a leader that Princess Pauahi would be proud of.
**Jillian Ikehara**  
California College of the Arts  
**Ula Baker Sheecha Scholarship**  
Aloha donors, I am deeply appreciative and beyond grateful for your support. I am a junior at the California College of the Arts, and I hope to pursue an artistic career in illustration, animation, storyboarding, graphic design, and comics. I want to use new artistic mediums and technologies to create art that will revitalize Hawaiian art, stories, and history, that can be shared throughout the islands and worldwide for creatives, artists, and others to learn and enjoy.

---

**Christian Hironaga**  
Grand Canyon University  
**Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the KSHPTO. Thank you for your generosity and support. I will be able to use this money to attend college worrying less about paying for things, whether it be books or tuition fees. I hope to adapt to college life in a new state and school while setting a good example as an alumnus of Kamehameha Schools. Mahalo again and thank you for your support.

---

**Haylee Hulihee**  
University of San Diego  
**Waipa Nishimura Memorial Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Waipa Nishimura Memorial Scholarship. I am extremely grateful to you for giving me the chance to expand my knowledge at the University of San Diego where I also look forward to growing in independence and self-discovery. The scholarship funds will be used toward pursuing a degree in behavioral neuroscience. With your support, I’m able to have the opportunity to make an impact on society in which children with mental disabilities are accepted and treated fairly.

---

**Alakai Iaea-Russell**  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
**Joseph Nawahi Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1974 Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors! I am humbled to be a recipient of scholarships that will further my knowledge and allow me to stay rooted in Hawai‘i. I will be entering the Master of Education program at UH Hilo and plan to use these funds towards tuition and other educational resources. With your support, I am able to start a new educational journey to provide more resources for the future students I intend to teach at community colleges here in Hawai‘i. Mahalo nui for this opportunity.

---

**Amber Ikalani**  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**John A. and Georgia J. Meyer Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1960 Scholarship**  
To the donors of the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1960 and John A. and Georgia J. Meyer Scholarships, I am so thankful for this incredible opportunity. I plan to double major in electrical engineering and business and look forward to new relationships, experiences, and growing as a person. By the end of my first year in college, I hope to learn more about energy systems and how I can improve them to make Hawai‘i a better place. Again, mahalo nui loa!

---

**Jilliane Ikehara**  
California College of the Arts  
**Ula Baker Sheecha Scholarship**  
Aloha donors, I am deeply appreciative and beyond grateful for your support. I am a junior at the California College of the Arts, and I hope to pursue an artistic career in illustration, animation, storyboarding, graphic design, and comics. I want to use new artistic mediums and technologies to create art that will revitalize Hawaiian art, stories, and history, that can be shared throughout the islands and worldwide for creatives, artists, and others to learn and enjoy.
Makoa Inciong  
California Institute of Technology  
**Douglas K.K. Chung Memorial Scholarship • John A. and Georgia J. Meyer Scholarship**

Mahalo donors! I am incredibly grateful for your generosity that enables me to attend my dream school, Caltech, to major in mechanical engineering with a concentration in aerospace in order to one day work as an engineer at NASA. Caltech has a joint partnership with NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab, with opportunities for internships that would normally be very exclusive. I'm also blessed to join the Division III track team. I strive to be an excellent representative of Hawai‘i and Kamehameha Schools, and continue my pursuit of knowledge.

Sage Iona  
University of Portland  
**Joseph David Ahuna Scholarship**

Mahalo to the donors of the Joseph David Ahuna Scholarship. I am honored to be one of the recipients and I am greatly appreciative of your support. I will be entering my senior year of nursing school, with hopes to soon bring home my knowledge and clinical skills to help promote the well-being of Native Hawaiians and the Hawai‘i community. With your support, I can further my educational experience and spend more of my time both in the classroom and in clinical practice.

Sharlei Iranon  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
**Admiral Kihune Scholarship**

Mahalo donors of the Admiral Kihune Scholarship! My future plan is to join the veterinarian fields of study and be able to help people all around the island. Your kindness and generosity allow me to sow seeds into future generations by fulfilling my schooling and dreams of becoming a future veterinarian! With your support, I'm able to be one step closer to making an impact on my lāhui and making my family proud.

Riku Iwai-King  
Hesston College  
**Col. Curtis Kekoa (KS ’40) and Nenita Maldonado Kekoa Scholarship**

Mahalo donors of the Col. Curtis Kekoa (KS ’40) and Nenita Maldonado Kekoa Scholarship! I'd like to express my sincere mahalo for your support for my education. Your generosity allows me to pursue my childhood goal of becoming a pilot while pursuing a Bachelor of Science in Aviation – Professional Pilot degree at Hesston College, Kansas.

David James  
Western Governors University  
**Allen A. Bailey Scholarship**

I have avoided becoming a teacher and following my calling my whole life until you, a person who does not know me, someone who has no reason to care about who I am or what I do, gave so generously. With your support I can follow my dream of teaching the generations of tomorrow and have the skills relevant to making the best of today. Your scholarship offers me the opportunity to live a happy and fulfilling life as a teacher. Thank you for that.
Joseph Jimenez
Rochester Institute of Technology
Lokoma'aki Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Lokoma'aki Scholarship. I want to thank you so much for your generosity and giving me the opportunity to continue my education. Despite the challenges I have been faced with, especially this last year, I have persevered, and you have given me the chance to continue. With your support, I am able to make my family and myself proud and give back to the community that supported and raised me. So, from the bottom of my heart, mahalo nui loa.

Shannon Kaahanui
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Elizabeth Kuulei Bell Molokai Education Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Association of Teachers and Parents Moloka‘i “Elua” Scholarship
I just wanted to say thank you for believing in my dream to be an educator for Hawai‘i’s keiki and thank you for giving me this scholarship to make this dream come true. I will be enrolled at UH Manoa studying Early Childhood Education/Early Childhood Special Education. Mahalo for taking a chance on me.

Pakelakahiki Ka‘au’a
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo
David and Julia Desha Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the David and Julia Desha Scholarship. I am studying business marketing at the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo. With this, I can invest in myself, learn more in school about the legal aspects and facets of business and be able to execute my business plan. With your support, I’m able to pursue my dream of starting my own business. Mahalo nui loa for this jump start and opportunity.

Bryden Kaʻauwai
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Hawaii Lodging and Tourism Association Pouhana Hokele Scholarship
I am most appreciative because this will allow me to continue at the University of Nevada and achieve my dream to earn a degree in hospitality management and thrive as a successful industry leader. I hope to then use my expertise to give back to those around me! I am a first-generation college student and I want to see my siblings attend college someday as well. Your support and generosity, not just for myself, but for all the youth in Hawai‘i, is very heart warming. In return we will strive to be influencers and leaders just like you!

Ridge Kaʻauwai
Clemson University
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1957 Scholarship
Mahalo donors of Kamehameha Schools Class of 1957! I am grateful to be selected as your recipient. I will use it to offset my tuition at Clemson University’s Business School. My goals include graduating with business management and returning to attend law school at UH to become a corporate attorney. I am also looking forward to getting involved in clubs and student government, and perhaps one day, even being elected as Class President!
Kamalu Kaawa
Kapi'olani Community College
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1975 Scholarship
Mahalo nui loa for your generosity. I am so thankful for your support, especially during this hard time that impacted learning for students to transition from on campus to online classes. This scholarship will be used to pay for the prerequisite courses needed to be eligible for full-time enrollment in the radiologic technology program at Kapi'olani Community College that I will be starting next fall. Mahalo again for this scholarship as it motivates me knowing that there are people who believe in me.

Keahi Kahui
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Makaloa Scholarship-UG
Mahalo donors of the Makaloa Scholarship for the financial assistance I needed to fulfill my dreams. With your support I am able to fulfill my last year of graduate school in social work at UH Mānoa.

Taisamasama Kaiminaauao-Eteuati
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
William K. and Julia T. Kapololu Named Endowment Scholarship
Mahalo piha donors of the William K. and Julia T. Kapololu Named Endowment. I am blessed by your generosity and support which enables me to further my education in Hawaiian language and music at UH Mānoa. With your support I hope to continue my dive into the many facets of ‘ōlelo Hawai‘i, especially mele, through performances and many other projects this coming year. Ke Aloha nui iā oukou pākahi a pau no ke kōkua a kāko'o ‘ana mai ia'u ma ia alahele ho'ona'auao o'u. Mahalo piha. Iesū pū.

Skye Kaina
Chapman University
Pauahi Scholars
Mahalo donors of the Pauahi Scholars award. I am very grateful for this award which has a huge impact on us. I will be able to attend Chapman University in California which is a perfect fit for me to further my education. In college I am looking forward to expanding my knowledge and seeing what the world has to offer. I will take advantage of the courses and internships offered and find a career I am passionate about.

Tihani Jayme Kalaaukahi
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Floro and McCarthy Family Big Blue and White K Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 2001 Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the scholarship. I am very grateful for your generosity. I am able to pursue my goal of becoming a family nurse practitioner, where my ultimate goal is to be able to address the health inequities of the Native Hawaiian population. These funds will help me to succeed academically and will help me to embark on my journey of serving the communities of Hawai‘i. This year, my hope is to be able to finish my first year of my Doctor of Nursing Practice with a 4.0 GPA.
Lauren Kalama
Chapman University
Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship! It has been a rough year for my family so receiving this scholarship brings so much happiness to them as well. I am also incredibly humbled to have received this scholarship which will help me achieve my goals in college at Chapman University. I will be majoring in communications and hopefully film production and broadcast journalism in the pursuit of a career in creative media. I am so excited for this new chapter and want to mahalo you for supporting me on this journey.

Kylie Kalauli
Lynn University
John and Reiko Kuga Phillip Scholarship
I am so honored to be selected for this scholarship to use toward my tuition at Lynn University, my dream college, to major in fashion design. I have big dreams and need a school with the best teachers, staff, and opportunities to develop and grow. I aspire to make amazing partnerships with businesses and influencers throughout the industry. I will establish my own brand of fashion staying true to what I believe in, including my Hawaiian language, environment, and culture, and what makes my style and me unique!

Christina Kaleiwahea
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Goldman Sachs/Matsuo Takabuki Commemorative Scholarship
Mahalo donors. Your generous support allows me to, “ike i ke au nui ke au iki”, or strive for excellence in both my finance craft and identity as a Native Hawaiian and as a first-generation graduate student in business college at UH Manoa. It is a tremendous support as I work and attend school full-time, study for the CPA exams, and conduct financial research on Native Hawaiian economic self-determination. Thank you for empowering me to work in fields where Native Hawaiians are currently underrepresented.

Terran Kaleiwahea
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa Thompson School of Social Work & Public Health
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1994 Named Endowment Scholarship
I am very thankful for your generosity in awarding me this scholarship especially since last year I had to rely solely on loans. This scholarship gives me that much less anxiety about my financial situation and I cannot express in words how grateful I am for it. I plan on achieving yet another 4.0 this semester by devoting more time to my schooling at UH Manoa in social work.

Teani Kaluhikaua
Grand Canyon University
Pauahi Scholars
I hope to study film and gain more experience and connections to get a head start in a digital media career. I am looking forward to going through the college experience at Grand Canyon University, meeting new friends, trying new things, and making memories. Mahalo nui donors of the Pauahi Scholars Scholarship for your generosity! This fund will help relieve the financial burden of attending college and bring me one step closer towards graduating debt-free.
Alisha Kalubakalani
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Charles S. Iwata, Jr. Memorial Annual Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1995 Ka Ua Kipuupuu Scholarship
Mahalo donors! I am truly grateful for the generosity you have towards helping students pursue fields of our interests, which I believe will help make an impact in the community. You have given me the opportunity to share my experience, strength, hope, and aloha as I pursue a degree at UH Manoa in the field of social work. As I do so, I hope to achieve the knowledge to better serve the Native Hawaiian community as well as those who are in need of empowerment, enhancement, and encouragement in their lives.

Cole Kamisugi
University of Washington Tacoma
Yasuko Mitsuyasu Master of Accounting Scholarship
I would like to thank the donors of the Yasuko Mitsuyasu Master of Accounting Scholarship for providing me the opportunity to continue my education in the field of accounting, which will support my academic endeavors at the University of Washington, Tacoma. Within the next year, I hope to graduate with my master’s degree and will take the CPA exam shortly thereafter. These aspirations would not have been possible without your support. I am extremely grateful for your kind generosity.

Cade Kane
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
2017 Great Whites Named Endowment Scholarship • Reuben Lee Kwai Brandt Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the 2017 Great Whites Named Endowment and Reuben Lee Kwai Brandt Scholarships. I am so grateful for your scholarships. It isn’t just a donation but the potential you saw in me and it is my promise to fulfill it. This will be for my tuition at UH Manoa studying molecular biosciences and biotechnology, where I hope to land my first job, ace all of my courses, network with new people, prove that I am deserving of your support, and become more confident in my capacity to learn, collaborate, create, and inspire.

Alya-Joy Kanehailua
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo
Blaise A. Kepo‘okelaokekai Baldonado NEF • Bruce T. and Jackie Mahi Erickson Scholarship
I am honored to have been chosen for these awards. It gives me courage to know that there are members of the community who find value in my educational and artistic career, especially during such a challenging time. Over the last year, I’ve made some hard changes, the hardest being the decision to stay home and finish my studies in linguistics at UH Hilo rather than return to college in California, but I know it was for the best because I’ll be able to serve the community I love.

Kilihea Kanekoa
Southern Virginia University
Jalene Kanani Bell ‘Ohana Scholarship
Thank you donors of the Jalene Kanani Bell ‘Ohana Scholarship. My family has had financial difficulties the past few years and there was a time where I didn’t know if I could afford to go to college. Because of your help, I will be able to further my education and athletic career at Southern Virginia University studying psychology. I am forever thankful for the opportunity I have to grow and continue to learn more.
**Kalaʻi Kanno**  
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa  
**Henry Lee Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Henry Lee Scholarship. The fact that I was selected shows that you believe in my potential, and I won’t let it go to waste. I hope that I can give back in some way in the future. With your support, I will be attending UH Mānoa during the fall to pursue my dreams of being a psychologist. I look forward to beginning the next step of my life and all that will come from it. Mahalo for your support!

---

**Liana Kanno**  
University of Hawaiʻi Maui College  
**Kamehameha Schools Class of 1975 Scholarship**  
Mahalo nui loa donors of the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1975 Scholarship for all your help and support so I can attend UH Maui. You are helping me take one step closer to successfully graduating from college with a liberal arts degree. I wouldn’t be able to go to school if I didn’t have the financial help so I would like to thank you all from the bottom of my heart for helping make this a reality for me.

---

**Gabriella Kanoa**  
University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa  
**USS Kamehameha Scholarship**  
Mahalo nui donors! With your support, I can continue my education focused less on financial stresses and more on embracing all of the opportunities within the higher education system. I am a junior studying civil engineering at the University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa, currently interning with Brown and Caldwell, a nationwide firm focused on green solutions. With this scholarship, I will continue to enhance my expertise to someday give back to the Hawaiian community as an engineer.

---

**Isaiah Kaohe**  
Hawai‘i Community College  
**James Bacon, KS ’71 “Little Bacon Urban Achievers” Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1967 Ka Lei O Kaiona Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the James Bacon, KS ’71 “Little Bacon Urban Achievers” Scholarship and the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1967 Ka Lei O Kaiona Scholarship! I am very thankful for your generosity as it will be used towards obtaining the materials that I will need to complete and graduate from my major. This year I hope to graduate from Hawaii Community College at Hilo with an Associate of Applied Science degree in Diesel Mechanics, and also to step foot into the field as a diesel technician.

---

**Mahina Kaomea**  
Stanford University  
**DeWitt Wallace Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1963 Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship • Pauahi Scholars**  
Mahalo nui to the donors of the KS Class of 1963, Mary Atherton Richards, Pauahi Scholars, and DeWitt Wallace Scholarships. I am thankful for your thoughtfulness in uplifting generations of young kānaka students like myself. With the support of your generous scholarship funds, I’ll be attending Stanford University, where I will study indigenous education and environmental science with the hope of one day starting a community-based, food-sovereignty, and sustainability school in my ʻāina of Ko'olaupoko. Mahalo!
Hezekiah Kapuaʻala  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
KGMB/KHON Video Production Scholarship • Na Pua Maʻeʻole o Kamehameha Class of 1953 Scholarship • Pauahi Scholars  
First of all, mahalo nui loa, for this scholarship! Receiving these is such a huge help for my family and me! This is a huge blessing which will only fuel my drive to pursue my passions in life to make all of this hard work worth it. Hopefully, this upcoming year I can establish myself as a strong academic student. With your support, I can pursue my passion in the art of film making at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa studying Creative Media.

Kawaiolaakeali Kapuni  
Chapman University  
Pauahi Scholarship  
Mahalo nui for your generous donation. I am so grateful to have received this scholarship so that I can make my dreams at Chapman University a reality. After undergraduate school, I plan to pursue graduate school as well and work as a foreign aid diplomat or UN ambassador. College is not a cheap endeavor but with your help, you have guided me to success! My ‘ohana, who has put their blood, sweat, and tears into raising me, now have solace with a reduced tuition rate. I hope to one day meet you in person.

Dakota Kaupu  
University of Vermont  
Charles P.M.K Burrows Hui Lama Science Scholarship  
I am extremely grateful that I am a recipient of an award that reflects my interest in the conservation of Native Hawaiian species, and which will allow me to attend the University of Vermont and gain new knowledge on what conservation looks like and the challenges that are faced in different environments/climates. Along with that, I am excited to look at the natural and sustainable resources the state has to offer. With your support, I’m able to fund my path to working with the endemic flora and fauna of the Hawaiian Islands.

Kiana Kauwe  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
Allen A. Bailey Scholarship • Kekunaʻaiʻaliʻi Scholarship  
Mahalo for your generosity. This will help with the tuition to pursue a MEd - Early Childhood Education. Understanding brain development, the needs of developmental stages, all require education in this specialized field. However, college is expensive and early childhood educators are among the lowest paid workers. You are not only investing in me as an educator, but also investing in our keiki. I remain committed to serving the keiki and families in my community through providing high-quality early learning education. Mahalo!

Aleah Kay  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship  
Mahalo nui loa for allowing me this opportunity to pursue my college aspirations of a masters in secondary education and for funding my career goals. With your support, I look forward to achieving my dream of returning to Kamehameha Schools and becoming an English teacher and theater director.
Shyla-Ann Keaunui  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**Stanley & Janet Zisk Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Stanley & Janet Zisk Scholarship. I am extremely grateful for your generosity. The scholarship funds will be used towards my tuition at UH Manoa. This year I hope to learn more about social work and achieve a 4.0 GPA. Mahalo for your support and assistance on my journey. With it, I’m able to continue to pursue my educational goals.

Mila Kehano  
Portland State University  
**Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship • Pa’upena Named Endowment Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Mary Atherton Richards and Pa’upena Named Endowment Scholarships. I am extremely grateful for your generosity and kindness. With your support, I’m able to pursue a college education at Portland State University in environmental engineering. As a young Hawaiian leader, I strive for kūlia in all that I do. I am here to serve the lāhui, honor my kūpuna, and create a better future for the keiki o kaʻāina.

Alexis Keo-Long  
Washington State University  
**Makaloa Scholarship-UG**  
Mahalo donors of the Makaloa Scholarship, I am very thankful to have received this scholarship award. My goals for the future are to graduate with a bachelor’s degree in criminal justice at Washington State University. This scholarship award will be used to pay for some of my college tuition. With your support, I’m able to accomplish my goals in education and pursue my dreams. Thank you again for awarding me with this scholarship.

Kiaʻi Keone  
Colorado Mesa University  
**John A. and Georgia J. Meyer Scholarship**  
It means a lot to win this award which will help my family and me. You had so many different options, and decided to invest in the future of Hawai‘i, and that means a lot to me. I will be studying sports management and playing college football at Colorado Mesa University. My future goals are to be an NFL scout and I look forward to creating awesome relationships with my teammates and coaches and going on a new journey. This award will help me to reach my goals and gives me encouragement to give back to the community.

Samuel Kippen  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**Denis Wong & Associates Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors. As a student pursuing a Master of Public Administration degree, I hope to use this knowledge to serve the public and advance a more just democracy. This year I studied organizational theory, research methods, and ethical leadership, and maintained a 4.0 GPA. I pledge to continue to strive for academic excellence. As a Kamehameha Schools alumni and employee, I believe that education is the most important pathway to advance our lāhui. Your gift ensures that I have the resources I need to continue this endeavor.
Kamaleikuhalia Krug  
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa  
\textbf{Gladys Kamakakuokalani ‘Ainoa Brandt Scholarship} • \textbf{Joseph Nawahi Scholarship} • \textbf{Kamehameha Schools Class of 1963 Scholarship}

Mahalo! I want to express my gratitude because it is allowing me to strive to be a better leader and allowing me to accomplish my goals of giving back to the communities of Hawai'i through the beautiful Hawaiian language. Your act of kindness reminds me of the Hawaiian language proverb “E 'ōpū ali'i.” This proverb means to have the heart of a chief, and for that, I thank you.

Joelene Kuaana  
University of Hawai'i Maui College  
\textbf{David and Julia Desha Scholarship}

Mahalo nui loa donors. I cannot even begin to explain how much this means to me. This scholarship is the difference between graduating with my associate’s in natural sciences from UH Maui and being in limbo and is a big step towards becoming a biomedical engineer. Having a disability has been a test of my perseverance. Physical, emotional, and financial obstacles are created constantly. This is a reminder that there are people kind enough to help me conquer these obstacles. Thank you for believing in my potential.

Lanson Kupau  
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa William S. Richardson School of Law  
\textbf{Kunuiakea Scholarship}

Aloha and mahalo to the donors of the Kunuiakea Scholarship. I am sincerely honored to have been selected as the recipient of the award. Thank you for your generosity, which has allowed me to further my legal education at the William S. Richardson School of Law at the University of Hawai'i at Mānoa. With your support, I am able to continue in my pursuit to serve my community. Thank you again for your thoughtful and generous gift.

Kylie Kwak  
California Lutheran University  
\textbf{Harold Turney & Dorothy Gillett Memorial Scholarship} • \textbf{Pono & Louise Beamer Scholarship} • \textbf{Theodore Richards Scholarship}

Thank you for your generosity which will help pay for my education at California Lutheran University, where I will be double majoring in global studies and music, learning about worldwide issues, different cultures, and performing and writing music. I hope to join the University Honors Program, the Hawai'i Club, choir, theatre, and study abroad in Asia. I also plan on starting a community service club connecting students with elders suffering from loneliness as a result of the COVID pandemic. Once again, mahalo!

Ron Jacob Lardizabal  
Honolulu Community College  
\textbf{I Mua Malama JROTC Ka'awaloa Takemoto Scholarship}

Mahalo donors of the I Mua Malama JROTC Ka'awaloa Takemoto Scholarship. I am thankful for your generosity because I am now able to pursue my goal to become a firefighter. This alleviates some of the financial pressure off my parents. As I begin my college career, I hope to work adamantly at my fitness so I can thrive in my training. With the gift of this scholarship, I hope to give back to my community through not only my service as a firefighter, but also through the same way you all have for me.
Keolalani Larson  
Oregon Institute of Technology  
*Kamehameha Schools Class of 1956 Scholarship*  
*Kamehameha Schools Class of 1970 Scholarship*  
*U'ilani Stender Scholarship*  
Mahalo donors! I’m so grateful to be awarded these funds because it will help me finish my Bachelor of Science in Renewable Energy Engineering. Your generosity will allow me to fulfill my degree without the burden of taking out a personal bank loan. I’ve been constantly struggling for so long to put myself through college primarily because of finances. Because of donors like yourselves, I can finally see the light at the end of the tunnel!

Natalie Lau  
Boston University School of Public Health  
*George Hi'ilani Mills Scholarship*  
I am truly honored to be selected for the George Hi’ilani Mills Scholarship. Your generosity will allow me to continue my education and work towards my goal with less of a financial burden. This year I plan to graduate from Boston University with my Master of Public Health degree with a concentration in Environmental Health and Community Assessment, Program Design, Implementation, and Evaluation. I plan to start my PhD in Indigenous Health in the summer of 2022. All of this is partly due to your kindness and support.

Sean Lau  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
*Ka Papa o Kanaono-Kumaono Class of 66 Scholarship*  
A big mahalo to all the donors of the Ka Papa o Kanaono-Kumaono Class of 66 Scholarship! Because of this, my focus and determination to complete my Bachelor of Science in Kinesiology at UH Manoa has grown. The mental distress brought on by COVID-19 only increases my passion to help people. I will try my hardest to obtain a doctorate degree as either a physician assistant, nurse practitioner, or as a physical therapist so that I can provide further care for our kūpuna. I truly thank you. You’ve made a great difference!

Ross Ledda  
Kapi'olani Community College  
*Eric N. Jacobsen Memorial Scholarship*  
*USS Kamehameha Scholarship*  
Thank you for choosing me. Because of recent happenings and my classes in Hawaiian Studies, I became more passionate in learning of our Hawaiian heritage. The dire need for Hawaiian leadership of the younger generations has driven me even more to make a positive change for the greater good of our state. In this coming year, I hope to progress with my studies in information technology at Kapiolani Community College, further my career into healthcare IT through internships, and continue to become more involved within our community.

Ashley Lee  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa John A. Burns School of Medicine  
*Anne H. Myers Scholarship*  
*Eli D. Panee Sr. and Aileen E. Panee I Mua Scholarship*  
Mahalo! In preparation to become a physician, I have conducted research, founded a non-profit, visited communities to understand their ‘ike and needs, and worked at major medical facilities. I’m inspired by the resilience of doctors to navigate the most severe healthcare crises of our lifetime. I’m excited to start medical school and to run for class president as a voice for Native Hawaiian medical scholars. Your kōkua will help create a pathway for advocates of Native Hawaiian Health to address our health disparities. Thank you!
Bailey-Ann Lee  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
Richard Lyman, Jr. Memorial Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Richard Lyman, Jr. Memorial Scholarship! I am extremely thankful for your generosity. Coming from such a small town, I thought Pahoa would be all I know for my whole life. With your help, I can move on with my goal of becoming a pharmacist to help my community. The funds will help with tuition as well as books and the cost to commute to UH Hilo where I am studying chemistry. This is moving one step closer to my goals and gaining as much new knowledge and experience as possible. Mahalo!

Renee Lockwood  
University of Washington  
Floro and McCarthy Family Big Blue and White K Scholarship  
Your generosity means so much. This has alleviated a huge burden of graduate school expenses for my first year at the University of Washington’s MEDEX Northwest Physician Assistant Program. I can buy my books and pay some of my tuition. My goals are to excel in all classes and volunteer in community outreach programs that promote health and wellness. Your support allows me to concentrate my efforts on achieving my dream of being a physician assistant and serving the people of Hawaii as a medical provider. I am forever grateful.

Isaiah Lorenzo  
University of Nevada, Las Vegas  
Roy L. Cachola Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Roy L. Cachola scholarship. Due to your generosity, I will be steps closer to fulfilling my dream of becoming a fully-fledged architect. This scholarship fund will be crucial for me on my journey through academia, and I am confident that I will be able to promote positive change in the place that I hold so dear to me, Hawaii. With your support I am able to achieve the unachievable to the greatest of my ability.

Zachary Lorenzo  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
Class of 2020 Aloha Aina Scholarship • Kunuiakea Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Class of 2020 Aloha Aina and the Kunuiakea Scholarships for the support as I continue to pursue my academic goals at the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo studying environmental science and Hawaiian studies. I was not able to have certain educational experiences due to certain costs last year, so these funds will be a support so I am able to focus more on my studies, on achieving my goals of excellence, and being a leader in my community in order to give back to the people that have helped me in my journey.

Jakob Loscalzo  
Grand Canyon University  
Wallace & Barbara Ka‘awaloa Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Wallace and Barbara Ka‘awaloa Scholarship for your generosity. I am extremely honored to have been chosen for this award. I look forward to majoring in biology with an emphasis of pre-physical therapy at Grand Canyon University which will bring me closer to my goal of becoming an occupational therapist. I hope I can use what I learn to make a difference in people’s lives, the same way that you have made a difference in mine. Mahalo again for assisting me in my first pursuit of a college degree.
Haley Lyman
Whitworth University
Lee Thomas Pacific Island Scholarship
Mahalo donors for the Lee Thomas Pacific Island Scholarship! I plan on attending Whitworth University for college and will also be playing softball there. I am so very thankful to be awarded this scholarship and will definitely be using it to further educate myself and represent my home, Hawai‘i, as an active leader and proud Hawaiian!

Tehani Louis-Perkins
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa William S. Richardson School of Law
William S. Richardson Commemorative Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the William S. Richardson Commemorative Scholarship. I am thankful for your generosity and willingness to help further my education in a legal career. Your generosity will allow me to continue attending law school and pay for books and bills. This is my last year of law school so I hope to gain certificates in Native Hawaiian and environmental law and pursue my dream of advocating for the rights of kānaka maoli and the environment. Mahalo nui!

Serena Lovell
Chapman University
Michael “Mikey” Miyake Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Michael “Mikey” Miyake Scholarship for awarding me this scholarship that will help with my tuition. I am so grateful for your generosity. I will be attending Chapman University, majoring in elementary education and playing on the women’s soccer team. I am looking forward to that the most, as well as being in a different place, experiencing other cultures and exposing others to my culture. I hope to return to Kamehameha to become a kumu to mold the next generation. You’re helping me achieve this goal, mahalo!

Joby Lum
Kapi‘olani Community College
Choy-Kee ‘Ohana Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Choy-Kee ‘Ohana scholarship! Your generous scholarship has given me the relief of being able to attend Kapiolani Community College without worrying about the financial costs. I plan on attending the Emergency Medical Technician program in hopes of becoming a City and County of Honolulu EMS employee to help with the shortage of first responders. This scholarship gives me the opportunity to make a difference in our community for many years to come and save lives. I can’t thank you enough.

Nicholas Lum
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo
Makuakane Inspirational Educator Scholarship
Mahalo nui to the donors of the Makuakāne Inspirational Educator Scholarship for awarding me this scholarship. I am attending UH Hilo studying Hawaiian and Indigenous Language and Culture Revitalization. This will greatly aid in my research for my dissertation which focuses on responsible innovation, specifically in the field of Hawaiian music, and why innovation is necessary for a thriving culture.

Haley Lyman
Whitworth University
Lee Thomas Pacific Island Scholarship
Mahalo donors for the Lee Thomas Pacific Island Scholarship! I plan on attending Whitworth University for college and will also be playing softball there. I am so very thankful to be awarded this scholarship and will definitely be using it to further educate myself and represent my home, Hawai‘i, as an active leader and proud Hawaiian!
Abigail Macalintal  
University of Hawai`i at Mānoa  
**Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship! With your support, I'm able to continue my education journey at the University of Hawai`i at Mānoa in mechanical engineering and hope to achieve a deeper understanding of myself as a Native Hawaiian in pursuit of making a difference in this world. Mahalo nui loa for your kindness and generosity!

Brock Malani  
University of Hawai`i at Hilo  
**Frank & Ruth Midkiff Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Hawai`i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Tauati ‘Ohana Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Frank & Ruth Midkiff Scholarship, the Kamehameha Schools Hawai`i Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship, and the Tauati ‘Ohana scholarship for choosing me to be your recipient! I am extremely grateful for your generosity so I can attend the US Air Force Academy, serve this country as an officer in the military, and work to create positive change in our communities. I will be working hard to build a strong foundation to improve my study habits so that I give myself the best chance to succeed in college.

Elliott Markell  
University of Hawai`i at Mānoa John A. Burns School of Medicine  
**Lance (KS ’83) & Andrea Hussey (KS ’83) Leong Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Lance (KS ’83) and Andrea Hussey (KS’ 83) Leong Scholarship for providing me with the financial assistance I need to pursue a career in medicine at the John A. Burns School of Medicine. I will be using the funds to purchase the diagnostic tools required for my clinical class. I am extremely grateful for this scholarship and I hope to start off strong in my first year, as well as continue dancing hula, a passion that I hold dearly.

Angela Martin  
University of Nevada, Reno  
**Kamehameha Schools Hawai`i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Pauahi Scholars - Liko Lehua**  
Mahalo donors of the Liko Lehua and KSHPTO Scholarships. Your generosity and consideration of high school students like me who want to go to college allows us to be able to follow our dreams without needing to worry as much about fees and debt. I’m looking forward to going to the mainland for college to get my master’s degree in nursing, experience new opportunities, and meet new people.

Makakoa Martines  
University of Hawai`i at Hilo  
**Kamehameha Schools Hawai`i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Makaloa Scholarship-UG**  
Mahalo nui for your support in my college education. I plan to protect our lāhui by working on an environmental science degree at UH Hilo to become a DLNR agent or work in forestry and wildlife. I know how important our resources are and would like to help protect them as well as find alternate sustainable resources for our lāhui. Thank you so much for this scholarship, without financial support, I would not be able to follow this dream. Mahalo!
Carlos Masuko  
Pacific University  
Pauahi Scholars  
Mahalo nui loa donors! I plan to attend Pacific University in Oregon where I will be majoring in biology and pre-med. I look forward to also competing on the cross country and track teams there. In the future I plan on coming back to Hawai‘i and becoming a general practitioner to the underserved areas of Hawai‘i Island. This award is a huge financial help and words cannot express how grateful I am.

Krystel Mata  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1980 Scholarship  
Mahalo donors! With your support I will be able to acquire my associates in liberal arts and begin my Bachelor of Arts in Social Work program at UH Mānoa. I plan to also gain experience and a good reputation with the people of my community. I am eager and excited to start this journey to becoming a social worker. I will be able to make this goal happen and our community a better place.

Kealakai Matsumoto  
Iowa State University College of Veterinary Medicine  
Odell Hastings Slagel Named Endowment Scholarship  
Rebecca Lamahilani Haalou Medeiros Scholarship  
Mahalo donors for your support. As a first-generation college student from a low-income background, I have faced many obstacles in the pursuit of higher education. This scholarship opportunity will allow me to continue my journey toward becoming a Doctor of Veterinary Medicine attending school in Iowa. Your support allows me to live this dream and the honor to share our culture with my peers. I hope to make you proud and to be able to repay your kindness by helping future students achieve their dreams.

Steven Mau  
Chaminade University of Honolulu  
Kunuiakea Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Kunuiakea scholarship, I would like to thank you for providing this scholarship opportunity. With your support, I am able to alleviate much of the stress of balancing work and school. This will be used towards furthering my post-grad education in medical school as I work towards my career goal of becoming a psychiatrist here on Oahu, providing mental health counseling and guidance to the keiki of Hawaii, setting up the future generations to be as successful as possible.

Mikiala Maynard  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
Kamehameha Schools Alumni Association – Maui Region Scholarship  
Kamehameha Schools Association of Maui Scholarship  
Kamehameha Schools Class of 2003 Na Pua ‘Akala a Pauahi Scholarship  
Mahalo donors! Your generosity lessens the financial burden and allows me to better focus in school. With your support I am one step closer to reaching my dream of becoming a family nurse practitioner. After graduation I intend to start working with our local Native Hawaiian community by doing outreach work and providing culturally competent, and exceptional care. I hope that one day I am able to share the gift of making education attainable, as you have done for me.
Kainoa McCauley  
Case Western Reserve University School of Medicine  
**Kamehameha Schools Class of 1954 Na Kanalimakumaha Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1954 Na Kanalimakumaha Scholarship. Your incredible generosity is so appreciated and means so much to both my family and me. In the field of medicine many of the specialties that pay the most are also the ones the community may need the least. This scholarship makes lower paying specialties more accessible so that I might be able to more easily pursue my passion for serving my community back home in Hawaii. I will certainly pay this gift forward. Thank you again.

Brooke Mcclaverty-Shigaki  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
**Helen Desha Beamer Scholarship • Winona Beamer Scholarship**  
Aloha and mahalo to the donors of the Helen Desha Beamer and Winona Beamer scholarships! I am so grateful for the contribution because without it, I would not be able to pay for my college education. I will major in Hawaiian studies and Hawaiian language at the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo, then plan on studying law and being able to help Native Hawaiians. With your support, I’m one step closer to being the first college graduate of my family. Mahalo no nā mea a pau!

Rachael Meisner  
Hawai‘i Community College  
**Amona and Suzel Ho STEM Leaders Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Amona and Suzel Ho STEM Leaders Scholarship. With your support I am able to fulfill my dreams of becoming a registered nurse. Juggling school, work, and motherhood is no easy task, but this scholarship has drastically reduced my financial burdens and will allow me to focus on my nursing studies which I will begin this fall at Hawaii Community College. I look forward to a career that will enable me to help members of my community in a meaningful and positive way as you have with mine.

Makana Melchor  
Menlo College  
**David and Julia Desha Scholarship**  
Mahalo piha! As one of four children, the scholarship will ease our financial burden. It will help me attend school on the continent. I will also be able to play volleyball at the next level. As a business major, I am hoping that what I learn will assist me in supporting my father with his food truck and catering company. With your support, I am able to continue my education by attending Menlo College and majoring in business while playing men's volleyball at the collegiate level.

Shanamae Melton  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**Gladys Kamakakuokalani ‘Ainoa Brandt Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors, I am forever thankful. With your support I can attend UH Manoa. Being a nontraditional student who is a wife and a mother is no easy task. However, knowing I am setting a great example for my keiki makes me push even harder. I never thought I would go to college and now am pushing for my master’s degree. I want to achieve a deeper understanding of psychology in education and help children/teens who need someone to be there for them. They are our future and responsibility. Again, mahalo piha.
Brennan Mendez  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
Hawaii Lodging & Tourism Association Don Ho Legacy Named Endowment Scholarship  
Mahalo donors for providing this to us, the next generation. Without you, I would not be able to gain the knowledge I need to enter into the education and tourism industry. Words cannot express the gratitude I have. This year was supposed to be my last year but was pushed back due to COVID-19. I am just glad you came in to rescue me or else I'd be pushed back a full year. I am able to finish my degree and return to my home campus, KS Maui, to teach Hawaiian literature and perform under the mentorship of Kumu Kalei ‘A’arona-Lorenzo.

Matthew Mendonza  
Pacific Rim Christian University  
Iwalani Carpenter Sowa Scholarship  
I am forever grateful for your continued support in my educational journey. Through your generosity, I'm able to focus more on my schoolwork and practicums so I can get the most out of my time in seminary school at Pacific Rim Christian University studying Bible and Pastoral Ministry. I hope to graduate at the end of the school year and continue my education seeking a Master of Divinity degree. Your hearts to give have forever touched mine. Mahalo!

Naleikahukai Molitau  
Stanford University  
David and Julia Desha Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the David and Julia Desha Scholarship for taking the time and effort to gather these funds to support students. These funds allow me to pursue a degree in bioengineering at Stanford University. With my education, I hope to give back to the community by creating new medicines that everyone can benefit from.

Tess Monden  
Portland State University  
Frank & Ruth Midkiff Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship  
With this support and generous contribution, I look forward to attending my first year of college at Portland State University where I plan to learn as much as possible pursuing higher education. Mahalo donors of the Frank & Ruth Midkiff Scholarship and the Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship!

Taylor Moniz  
Columbia University in the City of New York  
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1997 Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the KS Class of 1997 and Mary Atherton Richards Scholarships. Thank you for your generosity. Because of you, I am able to attend my dream school and travel to Ireland to attend college through the Columbia Dual BA Program with Trinity College Dublin. I hope to do more research this year towards the fight against cancer and be able to spread the passion for my culture internationally.
Siera Morales
California Baptist University
Kahu Wendell B.K. Davis and Mama Kahu Maria K.K. Davis Aloha Ke Akua Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Theodore Richards Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Theodore Richards Scholarship, KSH Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship, and the Kahu Wendell B.K. Davis and Mama Kahu Maria K.K. Davis Aloha Ke Akua Scholarship for your generosity. Your gift will help me decrease my financial deficit as I attend college this fall. My future plans include going to a university and receiving my degree in music education. Thank you!

Kyle Moriguchi
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1984 He Waiwai Nui Ka Lokahi Scholarship
Mahalo donors! I am so thankful for your generosity and dedication to giving back to your alma mater. My hope is to be able to attend the William S. Richardson School of Law upon the completion of my undergraduate studies at UH in political science and ʻōlelo Hawai‘i. As a lawyer my greatest goal is to uplift and represent our people and lāhui at the highest levels and to be able to help them and our communities. With your support, I can keep pursuing my goals.

Kauaolilikoikalani Moses
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Kamehameha Schools Na Hoaloha Class of 1986 Named Endowment Scholarship
Mahalo donors! I will be attending the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. I intend to major in Hawaiian Studies with a focus on Mālama ʻĀina. With your support I have the chance to learn and recover from the mistakes I’ve made these past years and will use this upcoming semester to show everyone in my life that I can achieve my goals. I appreciate this opportunity and the life I have more than anything. Mahalo nui for helping me in my journey.

Malina Mossman
Utah Valley University
Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship
Your generosity lessens the burden on my parents, as well as myself. I plan to pursue my college education at Utah Valley University, where I will be majoring in business marketing. I plan to become a real estate agent, which will assist in my dream of coming home to Maui to raise my future family. This funding offers me the opportunity to further my education to achieve my future goals and learn in an entirely new environment, pursue my education career, and pave my own path to help equip my lāhui when I return to Hawai‘i.

Eryn Nagaishi
Colorado School of Mines
Kunuiakea Scholarship
Mahalo donors! I am extremely thankful for your support in obtaining my postsecondary goals. With your help, I look forward to majoring in environmental engineering with a minor in humanitarian engineering at the Colorado School of Mines. This scholarship will help me to worry less about the financial burden of attending college. Again, I am extremely grateful for this opportunity to achieve my goals in helping others to create a better and more sustainable future.
Haley Nakawatase  
University of California, Los Angeles  
Kalino Foundation Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Kalino Foundation Scholarship for your generosity. I am pursuing a Bachelor of Science in Psychobiology at UCLA. Your support has motivated me to continue to excel and allows me to focus exclusively on my coursework and research this year. I am able to pursue a career that allows me to address important issues in my Native Hawaiian community, which is one of my aspirations as a medical student. I am grateful for your ongoing support and look forward to the many opportunities that lie ahead of me.

Tenille Nagareda  
Brigham Young University, Hawai`i  
Gladys Kamakakuokalani `Ainoa Brandt Scholarship  
Mahalo! I am so grateful for this scholarship and the opportunities that are more readily available because of it. I am the eldest of four children, and coming from a low-income family, I feel a lot of responsibility to take charge of my own education. I am in my junior year and the scholarship funds will help me to finish my degree in elementary education, then move on to a master’s degree. I hope to come back to the island of Hawai`i as an elementary school teacher. I am excited to take one step closer to finishing! Thank you!

Isaac Nahakuelua  
University of Hawai`i at Mānoa Thompson School of Social Work & Public Health  
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1967 Ka Lei O Kaiona Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1967 Ka Lei O Kaiona Scholarship for your support in my chance to make Hawai`i a better place for its people. As a full-time father to a 13-month old daughter, finances can be challenging at times. I am thankful for the help I am receiving because with it I can attend the UH Manoa Thompson School of Social Work and Public Health and try and make Hawai`i a better place.

Alissa Maree Nakamura  
Touro University Nevada  
George Hi'ilani Mills Scholarship  
Mahalo! I have been through challenges my whole life. Ever since high school, I wanted to prove that a small-town girl can go to college for free by working extremely hard. I sacrificed many nights out to apply for scholarships and to diversify my extracurricular activities. Now I can focus on education without the stress of the financial burden. I will have to work part-time but I will be able to manage the workload because of your generosity and hope to become the greatest medical provider that I can be. I am extremely thankful.

Haley Nakamura  
Massachusetts Institute of Technology  
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1962 Scholarship  
I cannot express how grateful I am for this honor. I am an upcoming junior at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and plan to continue my work with the Undergraduate Association's Community Service Committee, helping to incorporate social impact education into MIT's core curriculum. I also hope to use my computer science background to programmatically analyze social change and justice through independent research. The legacy that your class has created is inspiring to me, mahalo nui loa for your generosity!
Misha Namohala
University of California Irvine
Kamehameha Schools Hawai'i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Hawai'i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship. I am truly thankful for this opportunity, as you’re supporting me on my journey through my college career. I plan on majoring in nursing or biology. I would like to either become a pediatrician or a pediatric travel nurse. Because of you, I’m able to support our community as I embark on my path within the medical field. Mahalo once again for this award!

Haily Nascimento
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa
Hawaii Lodging and Tourism Association Pouhana Hokele Scholarship • John A. and Georgia J. Meyer Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship
There are not enough words to express my gratitude and appreciation. Even though I have left Kamehameha, Pauahi and amazing people like you have provided me with the stability to further my education. I will be attending the University of Hawai'i for a degree in hospitality/tourism management and sustainable development, through which I hope to provide a better system in the tourism industry. I also plan to contribute to the perpetuation of hula, ʻōlelo Hawai'i, and mele. Mahalo piha iā ʻoukou no ko ʻoukou kāko'o nunui!

Kenneth Niheu
University of Hawai'i at Hilo
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1975 Scholarship • M. Kimo Wong KS'71 and Shelly Wong and Noe Noe Wong-Wilson KS'68 ʻOhana Scholarship
Mahalo donors! I am very grateful for your generosity, these scholarships will be put to great use in my doctoral journey primarily for books, a better laptop capable of dealing with a greater patient load and cleaner suits for COVID testing along with scrubs. I am so grateful and you are empowering a Native Hawaiian student to continue being on the Dean's List. With your support I am able to bring better healthcare to my community of West Kauai and Niihau.

Taylor Nishimoto
University of Washington
Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua'i Scholarship
Attending the University of Washington has been a dream of mine and with this scholarship, I’m able to take another step closer to that reality and will ensure that I make the most out of it while studying sociology. After graduating, I would like to move back to Hawai'i to work at Kamehameha Schools as an Outreach Counselor, and from there establish my own practice to focus on helping Native Hawaiian keiki. With your support, I’m able to dedicate my life and work to giving back to my lāhui. Mahalo nui again, I’m truly grateful.

Nalea Nitta
Brigham Young University, Provo
Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship
I am so thankful for this scholarship. While college was always in my plans, paying for it worried me. Your scholarship will help me with fees, books, tuition, and so much more as I start my college career attending Brigham Young University, Utah. I hope to pass all of my classes, challenge myself, and make the most of what you have given to me. Mahalo nui loa!
Kamehalani Ortiz
University of Hawai'i West O'ahu
1982 Green Machine Scholarship

Much mahalo donors of the 1982 Green Machine Scholarship. I am truly grateful for your generosity. I plan on obtaining my Public Administration degree in Emergency Management so that as a Honolulu City & County fire fighter, I can assist and help more people in my beloved community. This year I hope to come closer to achieving my goal of getting my undergraduate degree and learning more on how to manage different emergency situations.

TT risha Nobriga
University of Hawai'i at Hilo
George Hi'ilani Mills Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1952 “Na Hoaloha O Kamehameha” Scholarship

Thanks to your program, I can attend pharmacy school and pursue my dreams. As I enter my final year, I will be on pharmacy rotations, doing hands-on work and research, applying to residency programs, passing exams, networking and building community, and much more. The funds will help me tremendously with tuition, room and board, books, school supplies, and other educational needs. Your philanthropy inspires me to want to provide Hawaii students with scholarships. With your support, I’m able to become the first in my family to graduate from professional graduate school and become a doctor. Mahalo!

Joy Nu'ualiwa
University of California Los Angeles
Dorothy Martin Scholarship • Wallace & Barbara Ka'awaloa Scholarship

Thanks to your program, I can attend pharmacy school and pursue my dreams. As I enter my final year, I will be on pharmacy rotations, doing hands-on work and research, applying to residency programs, passing exams, networking and building community, and much more. The funds will help me tremendously with tuition, room and board, books, school supplies, and other educational needs. Your philanthropy inspires me to want to provide Hawaii students with scholarships. With your support, I’m able to become the first in my family to graduate from professional graduate school and become a doctor. Mahalo!

Kayla Ontai
University of Hawai'i at Hilo
Makuakane Inspirational Educator Scholarship

I would like to give my deepest gratitude to the donors. This spring, I plan on graduating with my bachelor’s degree in Hawaiian Studies from UH Hilo! Your generosity is playing such a significant role in my achieving this goal. This scholarship will alleviate the financial burden that comes with pursuing higher education, and I humbly mahalo you for your kindness. With your support, I will be able to pay for my college tuition, which is such a huge help, especially as a mother of two young children.

Haley Opiopio
Hawai'i Community College

Kamehameha Schools Class of 1960 Scholarship

Mahalo for granting me this opportunity to pursue my school goals at Hawaii Community College and achieve more. I am very thankful for this scholarship and the ways it will help me in school. My scholarship funds will help to pay for liberal arts classes and the materials I need in order to be successful. This year I hope to achieve my goals, the main two would be to keep my GPA high and to take more classes to widen my knowledge.

Kamehalani Ortiz
University of Hawai'i West O'ahu
1982 Green Machine Scholarship

Much mahalo donors of the 1982 Green Machine Scholarship. I am truly grateful for your generosity. I plan on obtaining my Public Administration degree in Emergency Management so that as a Honolulu City & County fire fighter, I can assist and help more people in my beloved community. This year I hope to come closer to achieving my goal of getting my undergraduate degree and learning more on how to manage different emergency situations.
**Keliko Pa**  
Kaua'i Community College  
**Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua'i Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors! I will be using this to pay for my coursework at Kaua'i Community College and hope to become a fireman. This will not only help me pay for college, but to want to try harder to succeed. I'm very thankful for all you have done for me and hope to learn a lot this year. This will help me be able to provide for my family and the community I live in!

**Osiana Pacheco**  
Colorado Mountain College  
**Kamehameha Schools Hawai'i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Paiea Kāne/Wahine Scholarship • Pauahi Scholars**  
Thank you for the support which will go towards my college tuition, room, and reduce my financial stress. I truly appreciate your generosity. I hope to become a travel nurse and go to many places around the world to help different communities and expand my point of view by experiencing many different cultures. I will always be thankful for your contribution to my education.

**Malulani Paiste**  
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa  
**Herbert Kealoha Keppeler Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1956 Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors for the immense amount of support and love that allows me to begin this new chapter with excitement, hopefulness, and drive. This opportunity will help me excel in my future endeavors at UH Mānoa, which include majoring in biological engineering to better the community through medical, agricultural, and other advances in STEM, starting a nonprofit to help the homeless community of Hawai'i, and continuing to compete in pageants. I truly hope I can meet all of you in person one day. Mahalo nui loa!

**Janelle Chloe Pakele**  
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa  
**Kamehameha Schools Hawai'i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the KSHPTO scholarship! I'm very thankful for your scholarship that will help me go to college so my parents won't have to pay as much. I would also like to thank you for helping me and believing in me. My future plans are to go to college and get a bachelor's degree in any science or health-related major. I also plan to pursue my dreams of going to medical school.

**Joshua Parker**  
Harvard University  
**Denis Wong & Associates Scholarship • DeWitt Wallace Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1960 Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1962 Scholarship • Native Hawaiian Chamber of Commerce Scholarship • Theodore Vierra Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors! With your support, I'm able to attend my dream university and pursue a STEM degree (computer science/economics/environmental engineering). I'm looking forward to taking full advantage of everything Harvard University has to offer. My dream is to become a tech entrepreneur to invent something incredible in the field of clean energy and found a socially responsible tech company in Hawai'i. These scholarship funds will significantly assist my family with my tuition. I am so thankful for your generosity and support!
**Tiana Pereira**
Seattle University School of Law

**George T. Kanalu Young Memorial Scholarship • William S. Richardson Commemorative Scholarship**

This scholarship is an absolute blessing and I am incredibly thankful for your generosity. I have always wanted to pursue a career in which I can give back to and serve the Native Hawaiian community. With this scholarship, I will be able to get the necessary tools I need in order to make this possible. I guarantee that I will not only succeed in law at the Seattle University School of Law, but continue to be a passionate, kind, and community-driven lawyer.

---

**Michaela Patdu**
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo

**I Mua Malama JROTC Ka‘awaloa Takemoto Scholarship**

I was thrilled to learn of my selection and am deeply appreciative. I will be attending UH Hilo to pursue a career in pharmacy to explore my fullest potential through a meaningful career that contributes to the advancement of medicine. I have been working very hard to save up for college. This scholarship will help by lowering the costs of college and the number of hours I’ll need to work throughout my studies. Your generosity has inspired me to help others and give back to the community just as you have helped me.

---

**Jeslie Pavao**
Texas Christian University

**Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua‘i Scholarship**

Mahalo for this honor! This will be of tremendous help to my family and me in my education journey and turn my dreams into reality. I will be attending Texas Christian University to study speech communication sciences and disorders with the hopes of becoming a speech pathologist. I hope to maintain a strong connection with Hawai‘i regardless of the distance and am looking forward to giving back to my community when I return home.

---

**Kapuaoluolumaikalani Peleiholani-Blankenfeld**
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo

**M.E. Bacon KS’72 Uncle Herb Kupuna Lehua Lee-Loy Weatherwax Aloha ‘Aina Scholarship**

I am greatly thankful for your generosity in awarding me this scholarship. I know that many Hawaiian students don’t attend college due to their financial hardships, and with this scholarship it will help to alleviate some financial stress on my ‘ohana and myself. This year at UH Hilo I hope to achieve more fluency in ‘ōlelo Hawai‘i. With your support, I’m able to achieve my goal of a college education in Hawaiian studies and be able to share this ‘ike with future generations.

---

**Makakoa Pelletier-Finau**
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

**Blossom Mossman Nary Scholarship**

Mahalo donors of the Blossom Mossman Nary Scholarship. When I found out that I had received a scholarship, I was surprised and shocked to have been picked. I will put this scholarship towards pursuing a degree in nursing at UH Mānoa. I am excited to enter nursing because it is mentally stimulating and fulfilling working directly with patients. I truly cannot thank you enough for what you’ve done.
Alexandra Perry
Dartmouth College
Frank & Ruth Midkiff Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua‘i Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship
Mahalo donors for the Frank & Ruth Midkiff, Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua‘i, and the Mary Atherton Richards Scholarships. I can’t thank you enough for blessing me with these awards and having faith in me. I am BEYOND excited to attend Dartmouth College, and plan to major in linguistics and meet amazing students from all across the world, sharing my perspectives and passions as a Native Hawaiian, and learning those of my peers. I then hope to attend medical school and eventually become a doctor here in Hawai‘i!

Keli‘inowelo Perry
Swarthmore College
Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Paiea Kāne/Wahine Scholarship • Pauahi Scholars
Mahalo donors of the KSHPTO, Pa‘iea Kāne, and Pauahi Scholars Scholarships for the support of my academic and future endeavors. I am looking forward to college so that I may become a teacher myself. I would love to be able to come back to Kamehameha at some point to teach history.

Sophia Perry
Northwestern University
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1961 Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Nanea Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Nanea, KS Class of 1961, and KSHPTO Scholarships for investing in my future! These funds will finance a portion of my education at the Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern University, where I will be studying media communications to become a journalist. I hope to spend the next four years learning all I can about using media to promote collaboration and problem solving. Your generosity will allow me to gain the knowledge, skills, and experiences necessary to serve my community as a journalist. Mahalo!

Mackenzie Plunkett
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Native Hawaiian Chamber of Commerce Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Native Hawaiian Chamber of Commerce Scholarship for your generosity! Growing up as the second oldest of five children has had its financial challenges but has pushed me to make my family and community proud. This allows me to pursue a double major in Management and International Business while being on track to graduate one year early from the University of Hawaii at Manoa. Upon graduating, I plan to work in the non-profit sector, preferably with an organization that benefits the Native Hawaiian community!

Patricia Plunkett
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Gladys Kamakakuokalani ‘Ainoa Brandt Scholarship
Mahalo donors for your generosity. Thanks to you, I am able to continue my education at UH Mānoa. At the end of this school year, I hope to achieve my master’s degree in secondary education (mathematics) and obtain a position at a public school where I can continue to make a difference in students’ lives. Without the help of scholarships and financial aid, these achievements would be impossible for a single parent like myself. Therefore, receiving this scholarship is a true blessing for my family and me.
Dylan Rosehill  
Pacific University  
Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the KSHPTO Scholarship for choosing me to be your scholarship recipient. With your award, I will be able to attend Pacific University in Oregon with less financial stress. I plan on studying biology with the hopes of entering a career in the medical field. I’d like to return home and help our community. I will do my best to make sure your scholarship is a worthy investment in my future. Mahalo!

Onipaa Pung  
University of California San Diego  
David and Julia Desha Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the David and Julia Desha Scholarship. I can’t put into words how thankful I am for the support and kindness you are showing me through this award. Thanks to your help, I will be able to afford college and pursue my dreams up in UC San Diego studying mechanical engineering and make a difference for my family and community. I hope I can make you all proud, and mahalo again!

Keahilele Reyes  
Chaminade University of Honolulu  
Kalino Foundation Scholarship • Pu‘uwai Hau Kila Scholarship  
Mahalo to the donors for awarding me with scholarship funds that will take me through my last year of nursing school at Chaminade. Words cannot express how thankful I am for your generosity. I am constantly reminded of what it took to reach this point, and the people who helped me get here. I look forward to finally becoming a registered nurse and hope to make you proud as I soon will be able to truly serve my community, and one day give back to you somehow with my service.

Richard Rista  
Creighton University School of Medicine  
George Hi’ilani Mills Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the George Hi’ilani Mills Scholarship, I wanted to thank you for your generosity and support as I pursue my path in medicine. This fund will greatly help in paying my tuition at Creighton Medical School and reduce the stress and financial burden on me. I hope to work this first year in medical school to the best of my ability and focus on becoming the best doctor I can be.

Brynn Rodrigues  
Western Oregon University  
Pauahi Scholars  
I would like to begin by saying that I am extremely thankful. Your generosity will benefit my family and me by contributing to my college expenses. My future plans are to attend Western Oregon University and pursue pre-nursing, earn a BSN and eventually become a RN. I am most looking forward to being in a new environment that will expose me to new people and experiences to help me grow as a student and an individual. Thank you for believing in me!

Dylan Roschill  
Pacific University  
Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the KSHPTO Scholarship for choosing me to be your scholarship recipient. With your award, I will be able to attend Pacific University in Oregon with less financial stress. I plan on studying biology with the hopes of entering a career in the medical field. I’d like to return home and help our community. I will do my best to make sure your scholarship is a worthy investment in my future. Mahalo!
Maya Rosof
Tufts University

2010 Legends Scholarship

Mahalo donors of the 2010 Legends Scholarship for helping me continue my time at Tufts University. The past year has been quite difficult because of COVID-19 and my inability to travel home. Scholarships like these allow my family and I to put money towards flights home. This year I hope to find an internship at a lab on campus to gain hands-on experience in biology. I am also hoping to improve our Hawaii Club, work with a maternal health club on campus, and find ways to help the lāhui from 5,000 miles away.

Kihaakeanu Sai
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa Shidler College of Business

Goldman Sachs/Matsuo Takabuki Commemorative Scholarship

Mahalo donors! These funds will be used to cover a portion of the cost of an Executive MBA program and build a foundation of knowledge of Hawaii’s unique economy through one of the top business schools in the United States. I am humbled by your generosity. I plan to use these funds as an investment into my education to further my career at the Bank of Hawaii as an executive and to use my experience to aid Hawaii’s economy.

Heuaolu Sai-Dudoit
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

Dwayne “Nakila” Steele Scholarship • Irmgard Farden Aluli Scholarship

Mahalo nui donors of the Dwayne “Nakila” Steele and Irmgard Farden Aluli Scholarships, it is truly an honor for me to have been selected by two scholarship funds that are named after such prominent role models of Hawai‘i. Through your benevolence I can continue on my journey towards higher education at UH Mānoa and pursue the proper education to reinstate ‘ōlelo Hawai‘i, mele Hawai‘i, and ‘ike Hawai‘i as much as I can. ‘O wau nō me ka mahalo mau.

Aldomonick Samuseva
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

Kamehameha Schools Class of 2001 Scholarship

Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Class of 2001 Scholarship. This has allowed me to continue my education with a lighter load. I greatly appreciate you for supporting my education, so that I am able to be the first in my family to attend college. In the spring of 2022, I will graduate from the University of Hawaii at Manoa, with a Bachelor of Arts in Hawaiian Studies and Hawaiian. I hope to one day give back to the lāhui, just as you have given to me. Mahalo piha. I will make you proud.

Stephanie Scoville
Utah State University

Makaloa Scholarship-UG

Mahalo donors! While at Utah State University School of Veterinary Medicine, I strive to assist with the rehabilitation and release of rescued beavers, spay/neuter surgeries at local shelters, and embryo-transfers to gain priceless experience. I will also create wellness-promoting events for my peers. When I am a practicing veterinarian, I intend to donate my services to those in need and contribute to wildlife conservation. Your generosity has changed my life, and it will also change the lives of my peers and animals in need.
Sabbath Seibert  
Honolulu Community College  
**David A. Mortensen KS ’71 D.A.M Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Alumni Association – O’ahu Region Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1971 “Get Chance” Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the David A. Mortensen KS ’71 D.A.M Scholarship, KS Alumni Association – O’ahu Region Scholarship, and the KS Class of 1971 “Get Chance” Scholarship. With these scholarships I will be able to complete Fire Science at Honolulu Community College without having to stress about finances. This will help me focus on my schoolwork and get the best grades possible. These scholarships give me the best chance to give back to the community after college. My family and I are greatly appreciative.

Jena Shimotsu  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
**Stanley & Janet Zisk Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Stanley and Janet Zisk Scholarship, I am extremely grateful for your generosity, through which I received some of the funding for tuition, fees, and dormitory costs at UH Hilo. I could hardly afford the costs for school even with it being my first year. I will study hard in order to achieve my dreams of getting a bachelor’s degree in psychology and continue on towards studying for my medical degree. I plan to make the most of my education, which would not have been possible without your help.

Sidney Spencer  
Hawai‘i Community College  
**Henry Laumaewa & Clara Kapeka Kanamu Memorial Named Endowment Scholarship**  
Mahalo for the donors of this scholarship! I want to be an electrician and be able to give my future kids a shot at an even better life. Easier said than done but I look forward to the challenge. With your support I’m able to further my education to a level that I was not thinking of being at a couple months ago. It honestly means a lot to have your support. Mahalo for believing in me.

Jordynneelylesly Stevens  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**Native Hawaiian Chamber of Commerce Scholarship**  
I am extremely honored to be awarded this scholarship. Thank you for supporting my academic goals. I promise that this scholarship will not be wasted on me. I will be graduating this year from UH Manoa with a degree in accounting and am hoping to become a CPA shortly after and represent Hawaiians in a career field that we are underrepresented in. I will also be a first-generation college graduate. I am extremely grateful for your generosity which will allow me to pursue my life dream.

Kaci Stokes  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**Kamehameha Schools Class of 1957 Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship**  
I am beyond thankful for your generosity. I plan to attend UH Mānoa and will be able to complete college with little to no student debt, which is incredibly freeing as I can focus on my career instead of on paying back student loans. I hope to excel in all my classes and find opportunities to get involved at my college/community and to one day give back to the youth as you have so generously done for me!
**Sofia Stupplebeen**  
Seattle University  
**Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship • Pauahi Scholars**  
I am so grateful to have received this financial support. I am attending Seattle University to earn a bachelor’s in marketing. I hope to create a marketing agency which I want to bring back to Hawai‘i to support local businesses. I appreciate all the work that goes into creating such scholarships and will use it to do good in the world, show what it means to be a Kamehameha Schools student, and a part of Pauahi’s legacy.

**Talia Suzuki**  
University of Nevada, Las Vegas  
**Francelia Stillwell Sportsmanship Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors of the Francelia Stillwell Sportsmanship Scholarship! I am very thankful for your generosity, especially since I am the first in my family to go to college. I plan to major in cell and molecular biology on a pre-med track in hopes of becoming a neurosurgeon and returning to serve my community in Hawai‘i. I look forward to studying STEM in college and being very involved around campus. Mahalo!

**Raven Sylva**  
Chaminade University of Honolulu  
**Goldman Sachs/Matsuo Takabuki Commemorative Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 1991 Scholarship • Kamehameha Schools Class of 2005 Scholarship • Villa ‘Ohana Ho‘iho‘i Scholarship • Yasuko Mitsuyasu Master of Accounting Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors, it is a true honor! I faced many hardships in my lifetime, so receiving these scholarships is such a blessing, through which I am able to obtain my MBA in Accounting at Chaminade and make my grandparents proud. Using my future expertise as a CPA, I want to help benefit underserved populations on the Leeward Coast of Oahu where I was raised and be a role model to future generations of Waianae. These scholarships will play a role in the ripple effects that better various communities of Hawaii!

**Kylee-Ray Tactacan**  
Hawaii Pacific University  
**Kamehameha Schools Class of 1983 Scholarship**  
To the donors of the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1983 Scholarship, words cannot describe my gratitude. Your support means so much to my family and me, especially during this difficult moment in time. This year I hope to graduate with a Master of Public Health and continue my education to become a physician. With your help, I am able to fulfill my highest potential and continue to pursue my goal to improve the health of my community. Mahalo!

**Caley Tadeo-Etrata**  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
**Kamehameha Schools Hawai‘i - Parent Teacher Organization Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors for the scholarships I have been awarded with. I am so thankful for all of your support and generosity. With these scholarships I will be attending the University of Hawai‘i at Hilo where I will study biology, and plan on pursuing a career in the medical field. All my life, I always knew that I wanted to make a difference in the world and look forward to saving lives and achieving my dream of making the world a better place.
Breanna Marie Taguchi
Oregon State University
**Gladys E. and Clifford T.F. Chun Scholarship**
Mahalo donors of the Gladys E. and Clifford T.F. Chun Scholarship! Your support and scholarship will help me so much throughout the next school year at Oregon State University. I really appreciate you for helping to support me in furthering my education in business and marketing. As a first-generation college student, this has been a dream of mine and means the world to me! I hope to focus on my classes while making new friends and networking with my peers. Once again, thank you so much for your support!

Taylor Takahashi
Chapman University
**Daniel Kahikina and Millie Akaka Scholarship**
Mahalo! Your generosity has granted so many opportunities as a first-generation college student. This will go towards my tuition and relieves a huge burden. I am passionate about and am pursuing a career in corporate sustainability and project management. I’m super excited for this upcoming semester, for my research project class on genetic modification, for volunteering with Chapman’s sustainability department, and for getting involved in more clubs. I hope to move back to Hawaii and use my education to sustain our one hanau (birth sands).

Carina Tanaka
University of San Diego
**Gladys E. and Clifford T.F. Chun Scholarship**
Mahalo donors of the Gladys E. and Clifford T.F. Chun Scholarship. I feel extremely grateful. With your help, I am able to pursue my biology degree at the University of San Diego with less financial burden, devote more time to research, run my on-campus non-profit organization, and participate in extracurricular activities. This year, I hope to continue doing well in all my classes and serving my community. Thank you for your generosity, I hope to give back in the same way in the future.

Deven Tapucol
Metropolitan State University of Denver
**Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua'i Scholarship**
Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Association of Kaua'i Scholarship. I am so appreciative and grateful for the opportunity you are giving me. I am attending Metropolitan State University of Denver to pursue a degree in biology because I have a passion for conservation through aloha ‘āina. I didn’t know how my family and I were going to be able to pay for my education, but your support will help to ensure that I can pursue my dreams without hesitation.

Kassie Tarpley
Pacific University
**Joseph David Ahuna Scholarship • Kunuikea Scholarship**
Mahalo donors of the Joseph David Ahuna and the Kunuikea Scholarships. I am extremely thankful and humbled to be your recipient. Your scholarship is allowing me to get closer to my long-term goals of returning to Hawai‘i, teaching the keiki in my community, and being the first in my family to attend college! This year I am focused on getting many education classes completed in order to start my student teaching next year at the elementary school I attended, and on participating in many community service opportunities.
Duke Tatom  
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa  
Mr. John Riggle Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the John Riggle Scholarship. I am extremely grateful to have received this gift named after someone I look up to. Band, music, and color guard have always been a huge part of my life and I am extremely honored to be with the Phantom Regiment Drum Corps International this summer. I will continue to pass on my music knowledge from Kamehameha for the many years to come and use these funds to help pay for my education at home in Hawaii so that I can better my future for myself and the people around me.

Kekuawela Taua  
University of Hawai'i at Mānoa  
Kamehameha Schools Kapalama Association of Teachers and Parents Ho'ihi Aku, Ho'ihi Mai Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Kapālama Association of Teachers and Parents Ho'ihi Aku, Ho'ihi Mai Scholarship. I have enrolled at UH Mānoa and plan to major in pre-social work with a minor in library science or Hawaiian studies. I enjoy interacting and spending time with the kupuna in my community and my ‘ohana so I hope to focus on gerontology and contribute to the lāhui in my specialty area by engaging in activities that support aloha ‘āina and ‘ohana.

William Thompson  
Glendale Community College  
Ula Baker Sheecha Scholarship  
Mahalo donors! I cannot begin to put my gratitude into words. For someone to share this financial blessing with me, an aspiring college student and athlete, truly means a lot for my family and me. These will help pay off my tuition, and any overflow will go towards paying for my apartment. I hope to graduate from Glendale Community College with my associate degree in art. After that, I would like to continue my academic and athletic career at a four-year university.

Tahina Tomaszek  
Seattle University  
KGMB/KHON Video Production Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the KGMB/KHON Video Production Scholarship. I am so thankful for your generosity. With your support, I’m able to reduce some of the financial responsibilities that I have attending university. While attending Kamehameha, I enjoyed being able to join the Student and Video Production class which strengthened my interest in film and media. In my first year of college I hope to set new goals and grow as an individual both academically and socially, developing the knowledge I need to have a successful career. Mahalo!

Bruce Torres Fischer  
University of Hawai'i at Hilo  
David and Julia Desha Scholarship  
Aloha e ka ‘ohana Desha, mahalo a nui for supporting my educational journey in the Hawaiian Language and Literature master’s program at UH Hilo. As a speaker of ʻōlelo Hawai‘i and as a lover of mele Hawai‘i, I look up to your ‘ohana member, the late and great Helen Desha Beamer, as an inspiration and role model to perpetuate the language and style of music she composed in. With your support, we make a brighter future for the pae‘āina and its people, i mau ‘o Hawai‘i he ‘āina Hawai‘i.
Cade Trujillo
Sacred Heart University

**John A. and Georgia J. Meyer Scholarship**

I am sincerely grateful for your generosity. It has been my life-long dream to attend and play for a school on the mainland. With this scholarship my dream has finally come true as this will allow me to study business and finance and play men's volleyball at Sacred Heart University. Mahalo again for the opportunity to further my academic and athletic career, reach my fullest potential, and grow as a person of Hawaiian descent. I am committed to make myself, as well as Hawai‘i, better.

Teija Tuitele
Brigham Young University, Provo

**Pauahi Scholars**

Aloha donors of the Pauahi Scholars Scholarship! I wanted to sincerely say mahalo nui loa for your kōkua in my learning journey. I want to do something that I truly love. I plan on being an open major student and exploring different realms of study and find which one I want to pursue. With your support, I’m able to follow my educational dreams.

Kapri Tulang-De Silva
University of San Diego

**Kamehameha Schools Class of 1970 Scholarship • U'ilani Stender Scholarship**

I am so grateful for the generosity shown me. I am able to pursue a degree at the University of San Diego that will prepare me to give back to the education system in Hawaii. This year I plan to further my teaching skills by serving as the student director and liaison for the Youth Engagement Initiative Tutor Program for the community. With this knowledge, I will be able to carry out Pauahi’s legacy of becoming a good and industrious woman of God, serving my communities and the Hawaiian people.

Wailana Ulukita
Kapi‘olani Community College

**Dan and Rachel Mahi Educational Scholarship**

Mahalo to the donors of the Dan and Rachel Mahi Educational Scholarship. I am truly blessed and honored. This scholarship will help create financial stability in aiding me on my journey to becoming a registered mental health nurse. Through the help of your scholarship, I am able to obtain hands-on experience and obtain the required hours in a medical environment that can move me along in my journey to the nursing programs I desire. Thank you and God bless!

Aiponokamoku Valente
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

**Homer David Kahilialau and Thelma Mabara Burge, Sr. Scholarship • Sarah Kelī‘iōlona Lum Konia Nakoa Scholarship**

Mahalo nui loa! This will pay for a portion of my Honors Housing at the Hale Aloha Lokelani, which will grant me walking access to my classes, academic resources, and all of the other amenities campus has to offer. Born and raised in Hilo, I am grateful for this opportunity to embrace all that UH Mānoa and O‘ahu have to offer. I am eager to start college life at my first choice of school, achieving the best grades while majoring in Hawaiian language and agriculture.
**Dylan Valentine**  
Cal Poly Pomona  
**David and Julia Desha Scholarship**  
Mahalo donors! My family and I are deeply appreciative of your scholarship. These will help with the financial burden that comes with achieving a college degree. This year, I will keep up my good grades and I am looking forward to returning to Cal Poly Pomona for in-person and hands-on experience in my electrical engineering courses. With your support, I can obtain a higher education and experience with which I will be able to give back to the Hawaiian community and better the state of Hawaii.

**Tiare-Jennings Vaughan-Darval**  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**Gladys Kamakakuokalani ‘Ainoa Brandt Scholarship • Holomua Scholarship**  
Mahalo for your support. I have been accepted into the Early Childhood and Elementary Education licensure track program. I believe that youth are agents of change, and that becoming an educator for younger children is the best course of action to make a significant impact. I want to foster a sense of esteem and stewardship of the ‘āina, communities, and in the children themselves, while grounding them in ancestral knowledge and practices of Hawai‘i and provide them with the academic skills necessary to excel.

**Ale'a Vendiola**  
Utah State University  
**Paul Pua'a ‘Ohana, Paul Moses Murray & Malia Murray Grant**  
Mahalo donors of the Paul Pua'a ‘Ohana, Paul Moses Murray & Malia Murray Grant. I am a sophomore at Utah State University, majoring in international business. Due to financial limitations, I had to sacrifice living on campus. Now I can attend school in person! It allows me to take advantage of opportunities such as sports, clubs, building relationships, and having access to all the resources available to help achieve my goals. Your generosity has inspired me to give back and help students just as you have helped me. Mahalo!

**Bailey Ventura**  
Colorado Christian University  
**Desha-Mulholland Scholarship • Douglas and Sandra Akina Scholarship • Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship**  
Mahalo to the donors of the Desha-Mulholland Scholarship, Douglas and Sandra Akina Scholarship, and the Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship. I am so thankful for your generosity allowing me to further my education in the fields of elementary education and psychology at Colorado Christian University. I am looking forward to everything about college because CCU is an amazing school and exactly what I was looking for. Once again, thank you so much, I really appreciate it.

**Connor Viela**  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
**Pauahi Scholars**  
Mahalo donors of the Pauahi Scholars Scholarship. Thank you so much for selecting and allowing me to pursue what I want to study and have a career in. I also want to thank you for seeing the potential I have. With your support, I’m able to start my journey to achieve my dreams. I am going to UH Mānoa to major in creative media and I am excited to learn more about what I am interested in.
**Kiera-Lynn Viela**  
Oregon Institute of Technology  
Gladys Kamakakuokalani ‘Ainoa Brandt Scholarship • Kahalekului Taihei Scholarship  
Mahalo donors for allowing me to receive these scholarships which will be used to help me pay for my educational expenses at Oregon Institute of Technology and wrap up my educational journey in my master’s program in Special Education and Applied Behavior Analysis. I hope to study hard and complete all of my classes so that I am able to graduate at the end of the school year and move into the work force. I am excited to start my career and be able to serve the community in Hawai‘i.

**David Visperas**  
Stanford University  
DeWitt Wallace Scholarship • Warren Nakupuna Ah Loo Memorial Scholarship  
I will be attending Stanford studying data and computer science and expected to work an extensive number of hours paying for my education. With your support, I have the ability to utilize that time instead to innovate, ideate, and inspire others. I want to see the depth and breadth of knowledge that this world holds and use my mathematical skills to create algorithms that can derive the best way for students to learn and revolutionize Hawai‘i’s education system. You have changed my future for the better, and I am so grateful.

**Aonani Vitch-Fernandez**  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa  
Gladys Kamakakuokalani ‘Ainoa Brandt Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Gladys Kamakakuokalani ‘Ainoa Brandt Scholarship. I am so thankful for your generosity. With this scholarship I am able to attend UH Mānoa and major in education, I would not be able to without it. I hope you know how much this is going to help me. Thank you so much!

**Kainani Wagner**  
Windward Community College  
Tennyson Keolalani Tom Scholarship  
Mahalo donors of the Tennyson Keolalani Tom Scholarship! I truly appreciate your support on my journey to continue my education. It helps my family and me so much more than you could ever imagine. I hope to get an associate’s in liberal arts and Hawaiian studies, then transfer to UH and get my bachelor’s in English and master’s in library science so I can become a university librarian. With your support, I’m able to get one step closer to fulfilling my dreams!

**Spencer Waite**  
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo  
Charles ‘Chuck’, Craig and Fred Rudolph Named Endowment Scholarship  
Mahalo. The funds you have so graciously gifted will be used for tuition and on-campus housing at UH Hilo because they are the most expensive. With your support I am able to learn and grow in my field of interest of aquaculture. I hope to use the knowledge I gain and turn it into opportunities to teach and inspire the next generation to follow their passions and make their dreams come true. Once again, mahalo.
Natalie Walsh
University of Hawai‘i at Hilo
David and Julia Desha Scholarship • Makaloa Scholarship-UG
I am ever grateful for your generosity which affords me the opportunity to attain my degree at UH Hilo studying sociology and business. Having the freedom to purchase materials, subscriptions, applications, and supplies supports my ability to focus on course content rather than on financial worries. My hope is to earn the grades to continue inclusion on the Dean’s List, maximize my instruction time, and better define my ‘next steps’ following graduation. Mahalo piha!

Nainoa Watanabe
University of Notre Dame
Keahola Investment Finance Scholarship • Pauahi Scholars
Mahalo donors. Your generosity not only means being more financially stable attending the University of Notre Dame, but also gives me the courage to continue growing as a learner and leader. During this first year, I look forward to taking introductory courses in finance to start my major and possibly branching out to a second major in economics. In the long term, I hope to complete my MBA, return to Hawai‘i to serve as a leader for the next generation, be part of the local businesses, and make a real change.

Nevan Watanabe
Oregon Institute of Technology
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1954 Na Kanalimakumaha Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1954 Na Kanalimakumaha Scholarship. I am thankful for your generosity to lessen my financial burden which will help pay for my tuition and textbooks I need. I will be finishing my degree in December and will be applying to UH Manoa for the Master of Public Health program. I am interested in helping our community, so the specialization I may select is Native Hawaiian and Indigenous Health. I am very excited to see where the next steps of my journey will lead me.

Kylie Watson
Lincoln Memorial University College of Veterinary Medicine
Kamehameha Schools Kapalama Class of 2006 Named Endowment Scholarship
I am honored to be your recipient which relieves some of my financial stress while pursuing my doctorate at Lincoln Memorial University College. Your confidence in my ability to succeed is more than I could ask for. Although the past year was challenging, I successfully completed it while continuing to take advantage of opportunities like being the first US intern with a veterinary company based out of France, acquiring skills to become a successful veterinarian, inspiring and industrious leader for our Hawai‘i community.

Shelley Weatherwax
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa
Allen A. Bailey Scholarship
Mahalo for this scholarship to further my expertise in Early Childhood Education, especially in a very underrepresented aspect – research and program evaluation. ECE has always been a passion of mine which started during my time as a senior at Kamehameha when I interned at a preschool. It was at this time that I also received an Allen A. Bailey Scholarship for my BA. 33 years later, I remain committed as ever. It is truly in the investment in the lives of our youngest keiki that we can guarantee success in the future.
Devan Wilhelm
Dartmouth College

**Kamehameha Schools Class of 1993 Na Lei Kukui Scholarship**
Mahalo for believing in me and awarding me the Kamehameha Schools Class of 1993 Na Lei Kukui Scholarship. It is greatly appreciated and will help me to accomplish my goals. I am excited to keep pursuing this academic journey at Dartmouth College and plan to work hard and do my best to give back to my beloved home in Hawaii. Mahalo nui loa.

Madison Williams
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa John A. Burns School of Medicine

**George Hi’ilani Mills Scholarship**
Mahalo donors of the George Hi’ilani Mills scholarship, I am touched and honored, and your generosity will have long lasting benefits not only for me but the future patients I will serve. Higher education is often only obtainable for those who come from places of privilege, so this gift of education is greatly appreciated. With your support, I can attend the John A. Burns School of Medicine and hope to delve deep and focus on my studies without the worry of a financial emergency.

Toby Williams
Clemson University

**Frank & Ruth Midkiff Scholarship**
I am very thankful for your generosity. I intend to work hard and major in finance at my dream school, Clemson. I look forward to meeting new people, learning new skills, starting my academic year off strong, and making strong connections with my professors and classmates. Mahalo for investing into the future as I intend to return home and help my community.

Kanoe Wilson
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa College of Education

**Nanea Scholarship**
Mahalo nui iā ‘oukou pākahi a pau e ko Nanea Scholarship Fund me ka ha‘aha’a loa. It is with deep gratitude that I thank each of you for making it possible for me to achieve a doctorate degree to advance Hawaiian-culture based education. This degree is a testament of hard work and dedication to the betterment of our lāhui. I accept this award on behalf of my kūpuna, my ‘ōhana, and my community so that I can be a role model for other kānaka ‘ōiwi to uplift our lāhui.

Ashley Wong
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa

**U‘ilani Stender Scholarship**
Mahalo nui loa to the donors of the U‘ilani Stender Scholarship, I am humbled by your generosity, your contributions are greatly appreciated. I am so excited to enter the Myron B. Thompson School of Social Work at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa this fall. As a Native Hawaiian, my goal is to uplift and support my ‘ōohana, community, and lāhui. With your support I will be able to strive to achieve my educational goals to become a social worker. Ke aloha no!
**Kekailani Wong Yuen**  
University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa William S. Richardson School of Law  
David and Julia Desha Scholarship •  
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1968 “Ka Poli O Kaiona” Scholarship  

Mahalo donors. I’m grateful to be given this opportunity to grow as a leader in this amazing community. I’ll be able to begin my first year of studying Pacific-Asian Legal Studies at the William S. Richardson School of Law, focused and prepared to take on the challenges of this exciting, intensive environment. I hope to learn about the fundamentals of our justice system and how I can utilize my diverse background to help create more opportunities for people of color in Hawai‘i.

**Kaya Wong-Mcgee**  
Leeward Community College  
Pop Diamond Scholarship  

Mahalo donors of the Pop Diamond scholarship, I just want to thank you for believing in me. I was so amazed that I got a scholarship for my portfolio, it really gives me the confidence that not only my friends and family like my photos but other people around the world. I want to be a professional photographer, go to school for business, and start a family. Thank you, I truly appreciate your support.

**Joshua Worth**  
Princeton University  
Frank & Ruth Midkiff Scholarship • Pauahi Scholars • Vaughn G.A. Vasconcellos KS ‘71 Scholarship • Warren Nakupuna Ah Loo Memorial Scholarship  

Mahalo donors! I am so thankful for your generosity because I will be able to afford college and will not have to worry about my family’s financial situation. With your support, I’m able to further my education with an abundance of resources readily available and the reassurance that I can afford my degree in molecular biology at Princeton. These funds will be used to cover my tuition and purchase technology to help me study. I am looking forward to coming back to Hawai‘i to share what I learn and take care of my communities.
Kyla Zimmermann
Seattle University
Kamehameha Schools Class of 1973 “Proud to be ’73” Scholarship
Mahalo donors! I am beyond grateful. Your generosity has allowed me to achieve my dreams. I am currently over halfway through my year-long clinical internship, and your scholarship is helping me with the last bit of schooling and certification board exams. With your support, I’m able to continue what I enjoy learning and successfully complete my Bachelor of Science in Diagnostic Ultrasound. Post-graduation, I hope to find a job at a hospital or outpatient facility on Oahu where I was born and raised.

Kalākea Yamaguchi
University of San Francisco
Ula Baker Sheecha Scholarship • Waipa Nishimura Memorial Scholarship
Mahalo donors of the Waipa Nishimura Memorial Scholarship and the Ula Baker Sheecha Scholarship. It is truly an honor to receive these awards. I will be studying design at the University of San Francisco and look to set my sights on the fashion design industry. As an artist, this award means a lot because it proves to me that others believe in who I am and are willing to support me. Words can’t describe how grateful I am for your generosity.

Jeremy Yee
Kapi‘olani Community College
Native Hawaiian Chamber of Commerce Scholarship
Mahalo e Native Hawaiian Chamber of Commerce for your support and kindness! I am so thankful because it means so much to me that people like you want to invest into my future. I can definitely feel the aloha spirit. These funds will be used to purchase books, tuition, and more for my associate degree at Kapiolani Community College. With your support, I can stay on track and follow my plan to graduate by May 2022 in business because of the resources you have provided me with. Mahalo!
“Though the future may be in our hands, you are the ones that lay the foundation. Me ke aloha nui.”

Pascal Cabuzel 2021 Scholarship Recipient
1982 Green Machine Scholarship
Kamehalani Ortiz

2010 Legends Scholarship
Daphne Fox
Maya Rosof

2017 Great Whites Named
Endowment Scholarship
Cade Kane

Admiral Kihune Scholarship
Sharlel Iranon

Ali‘i Chang Scholarship
Mathew Dye

Allen A. Bailey Scholarship
David James
Kiana Kauwe
Shelley Weatherwax

Amona and Suzel Ho
STEM Leaders Scholarship
Rachael Meisner

Anne H. Myers Scholarship
Ashley Lee

Ashley Meleana Joy Scholarship
Maveric Abella

Bernice Leinani Kuakini Ahlo and
Henry Keanu Ahlo Scholarship
NEF
Celeste Cravalho

Blaise A. Kepo'okelaekai
Baldonado NEF
Alya-Joy Kanehailua

Blossom Moosman Nary Scholarship
Makakoa Pelletier-Finau

Bruce T. and Jackie Mahi Erickson
Scholarship
Alya-Joy Kanehailua

Charles "Chuck", Craig and Fred
Rudolph Named Endowment Scholarship
Spencer Waite

Charles Cockett ‘Ohana Scholarship
Gus Cobb-Adams

Charles P.M.K Burrows Hui Lama
Science Scholarship
Dakota Kaupu

Charles S. Iwata, Jr. Memorial Annual
Scholarship
Alisha Kaluhiokalani

Choy-Kee ‘Ohana Scholarship
Joby Lum

Christine Alicata/Daisy Bell Memorial Scholarship
Randall Ching

Class of 2020 Aloha Aina Scholarship
Zachary Lorenzo

Col. Curtis Kekoa (KS ’40) and Nenita
Maldonado Kekoa Scholarship
Riku Iwai-King

Dan and Rachel Mahi
Educational Scholarship
Waihina Ulukita

Daniel Kahikina and Millie Akaka Scholarship
Taylor Takahashi

David A. Mortensen KS ’71 D.A.M Scholarship
Sabbath Seibert

David and Julia Desha Scholarship
Jada Chang
Pakelakahai Ka’au’a
Joelene Kuaana
Makana Melchor
Naleikahui Molitau
Onipa‘a Pung
Bruce Torres Fischer
Dylan Valentine
Natalie Walsh
Kekailani Wong Yuen

David Kalani Goldstein, KS ’70 Scholarship
Helena Marie Bakutis-Kekaula

David Lorch Music Scholarship
Angela Chock

Denis Wong & Associates Scholarship
Katie Barricklow
Kanealani Dodd
Samuel Kippen
Joshua Parker

Desha-Mulholand Scholarship
Kanani Araki
Bailey Ventura

DeWitt Wallace Scholarship
Mahina Amoy
Mahina Kaomea
Joshua Parker
David Visperas

Dolly and Ross Wert Named Endowment Scholarship
Christian Arakawa

Dorothy Martin Scholarship
Joy Nu’uhiva

Douglas and Sandra Akina Scholarship
Bailey Ventura

Douglas K.K. Chung Memorial Scholarship
Mason Carvalho
Makoa Inciong

Dr. Lori Ann Kim Scholarship
Tylee Calicidan

Dr. Pauline Frederick Scholarship
Lola Duropan

Dwayne "Nakila" Steele Scholarship
Heuauolu Sai-Dudoit

Edward Lapsley
Hepu’a Mau Scholarship
Stephan Callion-Nizo

Edwin Mahiai Copp Beamer Scholarship
Angela Chock

Edwin P. Murray Scholarship
Jax Awong
Ioane Boshard

Elaine “Dollie” Mortensen KS’71
Kaumualii Malama ‘aina Scholarship
Kaiianne Feurtado

Elie D. Panee Sr. and Aileen E. Panee I
Mua Scholarship
Ashley Lee

Elizabeth Kuulei Bell Molokai Education Scholarship
Shannon Kaaukili

Eric N. Jacobsen Memorial Scholarship
Ross Ledda

Flik Independent Schools
Dining Scholarship
Stephan Callion-Nizo
Randall Ching

Floro and McCarthy Family Big Blue and White K Scholarship
Tihani Jayme Kalaukahi
Renae Lockwood

Francelia Stillwell Sportsmanship Scholarship
Tala Suzuki

Frank & Ruth Midkiff Scholarship
Ewalea Domag
Brock Malani
Tess Monden
Alexandra Perry
Toby Williams
Joshua Worth

Gail and Allan Fujimoto Scholarship
India Kauwolani Ching

George Hi’ilani Mills Scholarship
Kainoa Calistro-Allen
Tatiana De La Cruz
Natalie Lau
Alissa Marea Nakamura
Trisha Nabriga
Richard Rista
Madison Williams

George T. Kanalu Young Memorial Scholarship
Tiana Pereira

Gladys E. and Clifford T.F. Chun Scholarship
Breanna Marie Taguchi
Carina Tanaka

Gladys Kamakaukalani ‘Ainoa Brandt Scholarship
Ramzen Coakley
Kamalekuhia Krug
Shanamae Melton
Tenille Nagareda
Patricia Plunkett
Tiare-Jennings Vaughan-Darval
Kiera-Lynn Viela
Ainani Vitch-Fernandez

Goldman Sachs/Matsuo Takabuki Commemorative Scholarship
Jennifer Marie Carter
Christina Kaleiwahe
Kihaa keanu Sai
Raven Sylva

Harold Turney & Dorothy Gillett Memorial Scholarship
Angela Chock
Kylie Kwak

Hartwell Hiewahewaokalani
Lee Loy Sr. Scholarship
Melody Cosma-Gonsalves

Hawaii Independent Energy Scholarship
Aaron Castillo

Hawaii Lodging & Tourism Association Don Ho Legacy Named Endowment Scholarship
Brennan Mendez

Hawaii Lodging and Tourism Association Pouhana Hokele Scholarship
Bryden Ka’auwai
Holly Nascimento

Helen Desha Beamer Scholarship
Brooke Mclaverty-Shigaki

Henry Laumaewa & Clara Kapeka
Kamalu Memorial Named Endowment Scholarship
Sidney Spencer

Henry Lee Scholarship
Kala’i Kanno

Herbert Kealoha Keppeler Scholarship
Malunali Paise

Holomua Scholarship
Tiare-Jennings Vaughan-Darval

Homer David Kahililaulau and Thelma
Mabara Burge, Sr. Scholarship
Taeia Akana
Aiponokomoku Valente

Hooma‘ika‘i Named Endowment Scholarship
Theo Baker

I Mua Malama JROTC Ka‘awaloa
Takehito Scholarship
Ron Jacob Lardizabal
Michaela Patuu

Irmgard Farden Aluli Scholarship
Heuaolu Sai-Dudoit

Isaac and Mary Harbottle Scholarship
Gus Cobb-Adams

Iwaliwai Carpenter Sowa Scholarship
Matthew Mendoriza

Jalene Kanani Bell ‘Ohana Scholarship
Kiihele Kaneo

James Bacon, KS ’71 “Little Bacon Urban Achievers” Scholarship
Isaiah Koahe

Jared Keau Sylva Alvarez Named Endowment Scholarship
Taylor Arashiro-Mumau

Johansen ‘Ohana Scholarship
Kalaimakala Aukai

Jennifer Marie Carter
Christina Kaleiwahe
Kihaa keanu Sai
Raven Sylva

Kamehameha Schools

Kamehameha Schools
Lance (KS '83) & Andrea Hussey (KS '83) Leong Scholarship
Elliott Markell

Lee Ann DeLima Scholarship
Pearl Bachiller
Sheldon Alana Dudoit-Caban

Lee Thomas Pacific Island Scholarship
Haley Lyman

Lena Kaulumau Machado Haku Mele Fund
Angela Chock

Lokomaika'i Scholarship
Joseph Jimenez

M. Kimo Wong KS'71 and Shelly Wong and Noe Noe Wong-Wilson KS'68 'Ohana Scholarship
Tuupuamalanakahonua Helekahi
Kenneth Niheu

M.E. Bacon KS'72 Uncle Herb Kupuna Lehua Lee-Loy Weatherwax Aloha 'Aina Scholarship
Kapuauliuluaikalani
Peleholani-Blankenfeld

Mahaiʻai Scholarship
Kaianne Feurtado

Makaloa Scholarship-UG
Keahi Kahui
Alexis Keo-Long
Makakoa Martin's
Stephanie Scoville
Natalie Walsh

Makuakane Inspirational Educator Scholarship
Leihu Chon
Melody Cosma-Gonsalves
Nicholas Lum
Kayla Ontai

Mary Atherton Richards Scholarship
Elysa Abellera
Ocean Akau
Mahina Amoy
Pearl Bachiller
Tylee Calidcan
Candace Cavaco
Bethany Correia
Savannah Rose Dagupion
Ewaale Dameg
Raynn Dangaran
Leah Delos Santos
Caitlyn Duarte
Dayanee Faust
Jordynn Haumea-Thronas
Lauren Kalama
Mahina Kaomea
Aleah Kay
Mila Kehano
Abigail Macalintal
Tess Monden
Taylor Moniz
Malina Massman
Haily Nascimento
Nalea Nitta
Malulani Paiste
Alexandra Perry
Kaci Stokes
Sofia Stupplebeen
Caley Tadeo-Etrata
Bailey Ventura

Michael "Mikey" Miyake Scholarship
Danielle Ann Bonilla
Serena Lovell

Mr. John Riggle Scholarship
Duke Tatom

Myron & Laura Thompson Scholarship
Chloe Ah Nee
Ramzen Coakley

Nanea Scholarship
Sophia Perry
Kanoe Wilson

Native Hawaiian Chamber of Commerce Scholarship
Joshua Parker
Mackenzi Plunkett
Jordynnelynealy Stevens
Jeremy Yee

Odell Hastings Slagel Named Endowment Scholarship
Kealakai Matsumoto

Paia Kane/Wahine Scholarship
Oisana Pacheco
Keli'inowo Perry

Patrick L. Hiram - John S. Freitas Scholarship
Kaneolani Dodd

Pauahi Scholars
Keana Amian
Candace Cavaco
Savannah Rose Dagupion
Karl Hanson
Skye Kaina
Teani Kaluhikaua
Mahina Kaomea
Hezekiah Kapua'ala
Carlos Masuko
Oisana Pacheco
Keli'inowo Perry
Brynn Rodrigues
Soia Shupplebeen
Teja Tuttle
Connor Viela
Nainoa Watanabe
Joshua Worth

Pauahi Scholars - Liko Lehua
Xander Calidcan
Angela Martin

Pauahi Scholarship
Kawaiolaokaalii Kapuni

Paul Pua'a 'Ohana, Paul Moses Murray & Malia Murray Grant
Makanilelea Davis
Ale'a Vendiloli

Pe'upena Named Endowment Scholarship
Mila Kehano

Pono & Louise Beamer Scholarship
Angela Chock
Kylie Kwak

Pop Diamond Scholarship
Kaya Wong-Mcgee

Pu'u'wai Hau Kila Scholarship
Keahilele Reyes

Randy Wayne Ahuna Scholarship
Skye Apao

Rebecca Lamahilani Haalou Medeiros Scholarship
Kealakai Matsumoto

Reuben Lee Kwai Brandt Scholarship
Cade Kane

Richard Lyman, Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Bailey Ann Lee
Tyler Hayashida

Roy L. Cachola Scholarship
Isaiah Lorenzo

Sanborn 'Ohana Ho'omau Scholarship
Chaz Gouveia

Sarah Keli'ilolena Lum Konia Naka Scholarship
Aiponokamoku Valente

Stanley & Janet Zisk Scholarship
Sydney Decosta
Shyla Ann Keauuni
Jena Shimotsu

Stanley and Besse Fortuna Memorial Scholarship
Ocean Akau

T.C. Yim Named Endowment Scholarship
Nalehuapuna Donlin

Tennyson Keolalani Tom Scholarship
Ewaale Dameg
Brock Malani

Taylor Nanea Pangan-Fergerstrom Memorial Scholarship
Savannah Cerezo

Tateu 'Ohana Scholarship
Ewaale Dameg
Brock Malani

The McClellan Family Scholarship
Savannah Cerezo

Theodore Richards Scholarship
Kylie Kwak
Siera Morales

Theodore Vierra Scholarship
Joshua Parker

Trudi and Hiram de Fries Educational Scholarship
Kaina Calistro-Allen

U'ilani Stender Scholarship
Kuuleihau Funn
Keolani Larson
Kapi Tulong-De Silva
Ashley Wong

Ula Baker Sheechoa Scholarship
Kiponaalani Dougher
Tiai Faagata
Jillian Ikekara
William Thompson
Kalaea Yamaguchi

USS Kamehameha Scholarship
Gabriella Kanoa
Ross Ledda

Vaughn G.A. Vasconcellos KS'71 Scholarship
Rye Aiku
Joshua Worth

Villa 'Ohana Ho'iho'i Scholarship
Tehani Buchanan
Raven Sylvia

Virginia Aulani Rowan Scholarship
Cheyenne Bajo

Waipa Nishimura Memorial Scholarship
Haylee Hulihee
Kalaea Yamaguchi

Wallace & Barbara Ka'awaloa Scholarship
Jakob Lescalzo
Joy Nu'uihiwa

Warren Nakupuna Ah Loo Memorial Scholarship
David Vesperas
Joshua Worth

William K. and Julia T. Kapololu Named Endowment Scholarship
Taisamasama Ka'minaaaua-Eteuati

William S. Richardson Commemorative Scholarship
Hillei Casco
Tehani Louis-Perkins
Tiana Pereira

Winona Beamer Scholarship
Brooke Mcclaverty-Shigaki

Yasuko Mitsuyasu Master of Accounting Scholarship
Cole Kamisugi
Raven Sylvia

Yin Ohana Named Endowment Scholarship
Kolten Guzman

Zillah Young Memorial Scholarship
Angela Chock